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Preface
A digital image is an image that has been discretized both in spatial coor-
dinates as well as in brightness values and can be manipulated and evaluated
electronically with computers. It is not very long enough when digitizing an
image and saving it to a computer was a time consuming task. But, the avail-
ability of powerful computers on every desktop and the modern programming
environments make practically every aspect of computing in digital imaging,
easily available to non-expert users. All of these developments have resulted in
a large community of researchers that works productively with digital images
while having only a basic knowledge of the underlying concepts and mechanics.
With applications like optical character recognition based automated billing
in shops, image analysis technology has become a reliable and indispensable
element in our daily lives. Digital image analysis techniques aim at extracting
meaningful information about the contents of an appropriately pre-processed
digital image.
A typical digital image analysis task requires the extraction of certain fea-
tures (which can be spectral, spatial, textural or shape features) that aid in
identification of the objects in the imaged scene. Although, the task of digital
image analysis basically involves the study of feature extraction, segmentation,
and classification techniques, this thesis discusses and emphasizes upon some
of the various statistical as well as non-statistical, classification techniques
developed in the field of image processing so far.
Image classification research focussing on developing improved methods for
classification of images has long attracted the attention of researchers because
classification results are the basis for many environmental and socio-economic
applications. And hence, scientists and researchers have given in a great deal
of efforts in developing advanced classification methodologies as well as in im-
proving the existing ones. The aim of this thesis is to present a thorough
review of various classical and advaned machine learning classification tech-
niques used for classification of digital images and to measure the effect of
vii
viii
skewness on these classification methods .
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the various terminologies and basic under-
lying methodologies in a digital image analysis task. The foci of this chapter
are on discussing and providing a summary of some of the major statistical
as well as non-statistical methods and techniques used for image classifica-
tion, methods used for assessing and improving classification accuracies, and
on discussing the issues affecting the success of these techniques.
Chapter 2 is based on the article entitled, “Performance of Non-Parametric
Classifiers on Highly Skewed Data”, published in Global Journal of Pure and
Applied Mathematics (2016), Volume 12, Issue 3, pages 1547 − 1565. It dis-
cusses some significant studies which highlight the limitations of the most
widely used parametric Maximum likelihood classifier (MLC). The multivari-
ate normal distributional assumptions of the MLC are often found to be vi-
olated in real life situations. Instead, the real life datasets are often found
to be skewed in nature. In such non-optimal situations for the parametric
MLC, the analysts often look out for the non-parametric alternatives. This
chapter discusses in detail some of the most advanced non-parametric classi-
fiers i.e. artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVMs)
and random forest (RF) classifiers in the field of image analysis. The major
advantage of these classifiers over MLC is that they neither assume any sta-
tistical probability distribution for the data classes nor require any statistical
parameter estimation to separate the classes and hence guarantee better clas-
sification outcomes (Paola and Schowengerdt, 1995; Foody, 2002), when the
underlying data is not normal or specifically skewed in the context of this the-
sis. Further, the investigations based on extensively simulated datasets as well
as some real datasets were carried out in this chapter to evaluate and compare
the performances of these classifiers while classifying highly skewed datasets.
Chapter 3 is based on the article entitled, “An Analytical Study of the
Classification of Highly Skewed Data” which is under review in Communica-
tions in Statistics: Simulation and Computation. This chapter identifies some
of the grave concerns that limit the wide scale adaptability of the advanced
non-parametric classifiers ANN, SVM and RF, discussed in Chapter 2. This
chapter further highlights the strengths of the MLC which make it the most
popular classification technique among the practitioners. A thorough in depth
review of the literature of classification methodologies used in image analysis
has been discussed in this chapter. This review notices the lack of any study
measuring the effect of severe skewness of the underlying data classes on the
ix
classification accuracies of the MLC. Hence, this chapter tries to fill this gap
by thoroughly investigating the effects of various data characteristics along
with skewness of data classes on the performance of MLC via simulated as
well as real datasets. Acknowledging the caliber of the lognormal distributions
of describing many forms of experimental data which are asymmetrically dis-
tributed (Aitchison and Brown, 1963; Gale, 1967; Crow and Shimizu, 1988),
this chapter proposes a new discriminant function based on the multivariate
lognormal distribution for efficient classification of severely skewed datasets. A
simple computer aided algorithm which enables the testing of underlying data
classes in a dataset for assessing normality assumption of MLC and accordingly
decides to use the conventional linear discriminant function, quadratic discrim-
inant function or the suggested discriminant function has also been suggested
in the chapter.
Chapter 4 is based on the research article entitled, “A New Transfor-
mation for Normalizing Skewed Data in Classification Problems Based on the
Multivariate 3-Parameter Lognormal Distribution”, communicated to Journal
of Classification, Springer. It highlights the importance of employing data
transformations in improving the performances of parametric as well as non-
parametric classifiers. This chapter further discusses some of the most popular
data transformations developed in the literature and their limitations. Reg-
ular lognormal transformations based on 2-parameter lognormal distribution
are most frequently used for restoring normality in skewed datasets. But, these
transformations are incapable of handling negatively skewed as well negative
valued and zero valued observations. This chapter proposes a new set of data
transformations based on the multivariate 3-parameter lognormal distribution
and illustrate their efficiency in transforming negatively as well as positively
skewed datasets spread over the whole of real line via simulated as well as real
image datasets.
Aligarh, May 2016 Fatima Siddiqui
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1An Overview of the Basic
Concepts of Digital Image
Analysis
1.1 Introduction
Digital image processing is a fast developing cross disciplinary research area
with growing applications in science and engineering owing to the fact that
personal computers and workstations have become powerful enough to process
digital image data and less expensive at the same time, so that widespread
applications for digital image processing can emerge. Digital image processing
has expanded and is further rapidly expanding from a few specialized appli-
cations like, astronomy, photogrammetry and particle physics, into a standard
scientific tool for analyzing image data in all areas of natural sciences. Be-
fore continuing with explaining the various steps involved in a digital image
processing task, we briefly describe a digital image.
A digital image is an image that has been discretized both in spatial
coordinates as well as in brightness. Mathematically, a digital image is rep-
resented as a two dimensional integer array f(x, y) or a series of such arrays,
one for each spectral band in case of multispectral images. Where, x and y
are the spatial coordinates of a point in the image and value of f at (x, y) is
proportional to the brightness of the image or scene at that point. Each ele-
ment of the array f(x, y) is called as pixel or picture element and the digitized
brightness values are called the grey levels. Thus, a single band digital image
1
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of size N ×N is reptresented as
f(x, y) =

f(1, 1) . . . f(1, N)
...
. . .
...
f(N, 1) . . . f(N, 1)
 (1.1)
with,
0 ≤ f (x, y) ≤ G− 1 (1.2)
where G is an integer usually denoting the total number of grey levels in the
image.
1.1.1 Applications of digital image processing
There is a plethora of scientific and technical applications of digital image
processing, such as remote sensing via satellites and other spacecrafts, im-
age transmission and storage for business applications, medical processing and
diagnosis, microscopic imaging, oceanography, sonar and acoustic image pro-
cessing, robotics, pattern recognition, and automated inspection of industrial
parts. Some of these applications discussed here prove that image process-
ing techniques enable investigations of some complex phenomena, which the
conventional measuring techniques are not capable of accomplishing.
 Analysis of satellite acquired images or the remotely sensed images are
used in tracking of earth resources, geographical mapping, prediction of
agricultural crops, urban growth, and weather, flood and fire control,
estimating damage in an area due to some natural disaster and also for
other environmental applications.
 Digital processing of space images aid in recognition and analysis of
objects contained in images obtained from deep space-probe missions.
Radar and sonar images aid in guiding aircrafts or missile systems and
in detection and recognition of various targets.
 In medical field, analysis of images such as X-rays, angiograms, high
resolution digitized mammograms, images of transaxial tomography and
other nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), ultrasonic scanning and radi-
ology images essentially helps in screening, monitoring and in detection
of tumors and other diseases in patients.
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 Biometric-based identification and verification systems have become a
key technology, with applications including controlling access to build-
ings and computers, reducing fraudulent transactions in electronic com-
merce, and discouraging illegal immigration. In biometrics, image pro-
cessing techniques such as image understanding and pattern recognition
are required for identifying an individual whose biometric signature is
stored in the database previously as an image. Faces, fingerprints, irises,
etc., are some of the most actively used image-based biometrics.
 Transmission and storage of digital image data through image processing
techniques find their applications in television broadcasts, closed-circuit
television based security monitoring systems, transmission of facsimile
images for office automation, communication over computer networks,
teleconferencing, and in military communications.
 Apart from them, in the field of character recognition, image process-
ing techniques are used for text recognition, mail sorting, label reading,
supermarket-product billing etc. In industry, digitized images are used
for fault detection and parts identification on assembly lines. In forensics,
image processing finds application for finger-print matching and analysis
of automated security systems.
1.1.2 Digital image processing
Digital image processing is defined as the conception, design, and enhancement
of digital imaging techniques and their practical implementation through com-
puter aided programs. Image processing is not a one-step process, it rather
involves several hierarchical steps which are performed in succession until the
required data or results are extracted from the observed image. Thus, the
whole of image processing tasks can be summarized in a hierarchical system
as shown in Figure 1.1. As depicted in the figure, the very first step of image
processing is of image acquisition where the aim is to capture an image with a
suitable, not necessarily optical, acuistion system. Once the image is sensed,
it is then digitized so that it can be brought into a form known to computers,
this process is called digitization of an image. This digitized image is then
stored as an array of binary digits in computer memory and is called as a
digital image. In the successive steps, this digital image is operated upon with
some image preprocessing tools such as image transformations, noise filters etc.
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for regularization, restoration of geometrical distortions and radiometric and
geometric calibration of these images. At the next step of image enhancement
these geometrically corrected and restored image are then enhanced through
contrast and edge enhancements, pseudocoloring, sharpening and magnifying
for subsequent analysis. And the last step is that of image analysis, at which
quantitative measurements are obtained from an image through feature ex-
traction, segmentation and classification techniques in order to provide useful
descriptions of the image.
1.1.3 Digital image analysis
Even though the digital image analysis is often used interchangeably with
digital image processing, from the above description, literally digital image
analysis be thought of as an essential integral step among the several others
in the field of digital image processing as shown in Figure 1.1. Digital image
anlaysis techniques aim at extracting meaningful information about the con-
tents of an appropriately preprocessed digital image. In simplest situations,
these informations could be distinguishing an object from its background, fol-
lowing a street on a map, finding the bar code on a product, sorting different
parts on an assembly line or measuring the size and orientation of blood cells
in a medical image (Jain, 1989). While in more sophisticated vision systems,
the quantitative measurements obtained through image analysis can be used
to take more sophisticated decisions like, controlling the arm of a robot, or
navigating an aircraft with the aid of images along its trajectory. Infact, the
ultimate aim of most of the image processing applications discussed in Section
1.1.1 in the field of medical image analysis, character recognition, industrial
automation, forensics, cartography and remote sensing is to extract features
from image data, in order to describe, interpret and understand the various
objects and their relationships in the imaged scene in a more knowledgeable
way. Thus, digital image analysis can be regarded as the most informative
part of an image processing task.
A typical digital image analysis task requires the extraction of certain fea-
tures (which can be spectral, spatial, textural or shape features) that aid in
identification of the objects in the imaged scene. These features are employed
by segmentation techniques for segmenting the whole image into its compo-
nents so that quantitative measurements can be obtained on each of the com-
ponents. And, hence segmented image is then provided to the appropriate
5Figure 1.1: Various steps involved in the processing/analysis of a digital image.
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classifier which maps different regions of the image into one of the several
objects.
Although, the task of digital image analysis basically involves the study
of feature extraction, segmentation, and classification techniques, this thesis
discusses and emphasizes upon only the various statistical as well as non-
statistical, classification techniques developed in the field of image processing
so far. This chapter encompasses the fundamental concepts of a classifica-
tion problem in digital image analysis and provides an extensive review and
introduction of the classifiers that have been produced over the years.
1.1.4 Interpretation of digital images
When the image data is available in digital form, spatially and radiometrically
quantized into pixels and brightness levels respectively, it needs to be inter-
preted for extracting useful information such as estimate of the area under a
crop in an image. Two main approaches used for interpreting digital imagery
are photointerpretation and quantitative interpretation. Photointerpretation
approach relies on a human analyst or interpreter for extraction of informa-
tion through visual inspection. The success of this approach depends upon
the expertise of the analyst in effectively exploiting the spatial, spectral and
temporal information present in the image. Owing to the inability of a human
interpreter to discriminate the limit of radiometric resolution available in high
resolution images and to process large amount of digital image data as in land
cover satellite images, at pixel level, photointerpretation can be effective only
for global assessment of geometric characteristics and general appraisal of an
image. On the other hand, the quantitative approach, generally referred to
as classification in digital image analysis field, utilizes the high computational
abilities of a computer for identifying each individual pixel in an image with
respect to its full radiometric resolution and multidimensional aspect. Among
the various frameworks used for formulating a classification problem, the sta-
tistical approach is the most extensively studied and the most widely used
one.
1.2 Classification
A digital image may contain a number of spectral or information classes. The
aim of classification is to identify separable classes in an image, create deci-
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sion boundaries between the classes and to establish a relationship between a
vector of features describing a pixel or a group of pixels in the image and a
class label. The features describing the pixel or a group of pixels may be spec-
tral reflectance, textural measurements derived from the image or geographical
features such as elevation, terrain slope etc. Thus, a typical per-pixel classifi-
cation task in the field of digital image anlaysis is defined as, to automatically
allocate each spatial unit i.e. a pixel in a digital image into one of the several
spectral classes (or, information classes) of interest present in the image on
the basis of a multivariate vector of feature measurements x = (x1, x2, . . . , xp)
′
available for each such unit, where x1, x2, . . . , xp are the brightness values of
the pixel x in spectral bands 1, 2, . . . , p.
Numerous classification algorithms have been developed since 1936 when
Fisher (1936) first employed the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) techniques
to differentiate between the three species of Iris flower. These algorithms range
from visual interpretation of printed images to advanced machine learning al-
gorithms that imitate human learning behavior. Unlike visual interpretation
or photointerpretation as discussed above in which the knowledge about the
whole image is needed, automated classification methods only require infor-
mation about a subsample of the image and hence are time and cost efficient.
Based on the type of data, model of the data and the expected outcomes of
the analysis, the automated classifiers can be broadly categorized into various
types as depicted in Figure 1.2.
The two umbrella categories of classifiers in the image analysis literature
are supervised and unsupervised classifiers which further can be categorized as
parametric or non-parametric based on the distributional assumptions, and as
hard or crisp classifiers based on the number of outputs for each spatial unit.
The subsequent sections of this chapter discuss various unsupervised, super-
vised, parametric and non-parametric classifiers available in the literature. We
exclude the whole body of literature on soft or fuzzy classifiers as these are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
1.2.1 Unsupervised classification techniques
When the class labels of an image are not known apriori, unsupervised clas-
sification methods are employed for quanititative analysis of the images. By
applying the unsupervised (clustering) algorithms, researchers hope to discover
unknown, but useful, classes of items. Based on the fact that pixels within a
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Figure 1.2: Types of classifiers.
group have distinct spectral signatures (Jain et al., 2000), unsupervised clas-
sification algorithms identify natural groups or clusters in the image using
statistical clustering techniques and establish the relationship between the fea-
ture vectors and these statistical clusters. The process of determination of the
number of clusters and identification of spectral clusters in the image in un-
supervised classification approach operates almost independently and requires
least human intervention. Figure 1.3 depicts the false colour composite (FCC)
of a landcover satellite image and the classified version of it obtained through
unsupervised classification of the image (Rais, 2015). Here, different colours
indicate the 10 distinct clusters obtained through unsupervised classification
of the FCC image. The most significant statistical unsupervised classification
algorithms used in digital image anlaysis are ISODATA k -means algorithm
(Ball and Hall, 1967; Mather, 2004).
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(a) False colour composite image (b) thematic map of classified image
Figure 1.3: Unsupervised classification of a satellite image (Adapted from Rais
(2015)).
1.2.1.1 k-means clustering
The k-means algorithm is an iterative optimization clustering algorithm, also
referred to as migrating means algorithm based on the isodata algorithm given
by Ball and Hall (1965). It works by iteratively migrating a set of cluster
means using a closest distance to mean approach. Assuming the initial number
of clusters in the image to be known, the k-means algorithm determines the
location of, say k cluster means within the feature space by using a pre-defined
set of feature vectors. Each spatial unit/pixel of the image is then assigned
to the closest cluster mean as shown in Figure 1.4. The distance between
the spatial units and the cluster centres are generally calculated using the
Euclidean distance measure (dE) or the Mahalanobis distance measure defined
as
dE =
√
(xi − µj)2 i = 1, 2, . . . N ; j = 1, 2, . . . k (1.3)
dM = (xi − µj)′Σ−1(xi − µj) i = 1, 2, . . . N ; j = 1, 2, . . . k (1.4)
where, xi is the observed feature vector of the ith spatial unit, µj and Σ are
respectively the center (mean) and the variance-covariance matrix of the jth
cluster. At the next iteration, the algorithms recalculates the center of each
cluster based upon the the pixels allocated to it at the previous iteration and
repeats the allocation procedure by finding the nearest cluster mean to the
individual pixels or spatial units. This process of calculating the cluster means
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and allocating the pixels to nearest clusters based on the Euclidean distances
continues until the location of cluster means are unchanged or some predefined
threshold by the user is reached.
Figure 1.4: k-means clustering with Mahalanobis distance measures.
As noted in Tso and Mather (2009), use of Mahalanobis distance measure
for calculating the distances between cluster centers and the pixels results in
ellipsoidal clusters as dM takes into account the shape of the frequency distri-
bution for a given cluster, whereas dE assumes perfectly correlated equivariant
features for a given cluster and hence, results in circular clusters. It is because
of this homogeneity assumption that Euclidean distances take ambiguous al-
location decisions when dE of a pixel is same from multiple clusters.
Although simpler in nature, the performance of unsupervised classification
algorithms has been found to be inferior to the supervised ones due to the
complexity of data in real world problems which might not always be easily
separable in terms of the spectral signatures. Also, the computational load of
calculating distance measures for each pixel increases as the dimensionality and
the size of the datasets increase. Hence, it might not be a suitable algorithm
for high-dimensional and large datasets.
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1.2.2 Supervised classification techniques
Supervised classification approach to classification is used when the labels of
the information classes present in an image are known apriori. This approach
is most often used with almost all the statistical and non-statistical classifica-
tion algorithms. Irresepective of the particular decision rule used for defining
boundaries between the classes, the supervised classification approach involves
five essential steps as explained in Richards and Richards (2008) which are,
identification of class labels in the digital image, selection of training data pixels
from the image which are samples of known identity from the image, estimation
of the parameters for each information class using the training datasets and
using them for training the selected classification algorithm to identify class
labels of unknown pixels in the image, using the trained classifier to label each
pixel in the digital image and finally to assess the accuracy of the classification
algorithm. Thus, the major difference between the unsupervised and the su-
pervised classification approach is the use of training datasets for learning the
parameters of classification algorithms in supervised approach. The last two
decades have seen a growing number of automated supervised classification
algorithms being applied to a large number of image classification problems.
Thenkabail (2015) gives a fair account of various supervised and unsupervised
classifiers applied to land-cover mapping across various spatial and temporal
scales.
Figure 1.5 shows the FCC image and the thematic map obtained after su-
pervised classification of a landcover satellite image (Rais, 2015). Here, each of
the 13 classes as depicted by different clolours in the thematic map are initially
known to the analyst. The yellow dots on the FCC image depict the train-
ing data points obtained from each of the pre-determined classes through field
survey of the landcover. It can be noted here that the supervised classification
of the FCC image of a landcover satellite image depicted in the Figures 1.3
as well as in 1.5 resulted in more accurate classification of the image with 13
land use/land cover classes as compared to the 10 clusters that were observed
through unsupervised classification.
Selection of training samples which are proper representatives of the corre-
sponding spectral classes is the crucial factor that determines the efficiency of
supervised classifiers. Although, this procedure of selecting training samples
may be tedious but still supervised approach is often preferred over the un-
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(a) FCC image (b) thematic map of classified image
Figure 1.5: Supervised classification of a satellite image (Adapted from Rais (2015)).
supervised approach as it generally gives more accurate class definitions and
hence, improved classification accuracies. To this end, the classification ap-
proaches are further divided into the parametric and the non-parametric ones.
1.2.3 Parametric classification techniques
The supervised parametric classification techniques assume that the observed
feature matrices for each spectral class in the digital image come from a
known probability distribution and make inferences about the parameters of
the classes under this assumption. The parametric classifiers are conceptually
simpler and statistically more powerful than their non-parametric counterparts
and happen to be the best performing classifiers as long as the underlying
class distributions satisfy the requirements of the assumed probability models
(Richards and Richards, 2008; Tso and Mather, 2009; Fukunaga, 2013). Max-
imum likelihood classifier (MLC) is the most popular supervised parametric
classifiers in the image analysis literature.
1.2.3.1 Maximum likelihood classifier
Maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) which is explained thoroughly in Chap-
ter 3 is perhaps the most common classifer used across all fields for executing
classification tasks. MLC is derived from Bayes decision rule where likelihood
of each pixel belonging to one of the pre-defined set of classes is calculated un-
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der the assumption of known probability distributions of the underlying data
classes. And, the pixel is allocated to the class for which it has the maximum
likelihood. Under the most general setting of MLC, the underlying informa-
tion classes are assumed to be of the form of multivariate normal model. The
most commonly used parametric distribution models in designing a MLC are
Gaussian distributions. Further, depending upon the associated assumptions
of equal and unequal covariance matrices for component classes, MLC is for-
mulated as a Bayes-normal-linear rule providing linear decision boundaries and
Bayes-normal-quadratic rule resulting in quadratic decision boundaries respec-
tively. In addition to the most commonly used maximum likelihood estimators
of the covariance matrices, several regularization techniques are also available
to obtain robust estimates in case of small samples (Friedman, 1989)
The MLC assumes the uniform prior probabilities for each information class.
However, Davis et al. (1978); Strahler (1980) and Tso and Mather (2009) sug-
gest the idea of modelling the prior probabilities and conclude that suitable
modelling of the prior probabilities based on collateral information, such as
associating priors proportional to the prevalence to each class, can improve
the classification accuracies of a MLC.
The applicability of MLC as a robust method for practical classification
problem requires a thoughtful pre-processing assessment of several required
data charcteristics. The multivarite testing of the data is essentially required
for assessing the assumption of the specified model fit of the information
classes, application of data based transformations in order to make data con-
firm to the required model, detection and treatment of outliers if found any,
assessment of the homogeneity of the classes in order to choose between the
linear and quadratic forms of the MLC are some of the items that need before-
hand attention for utilizing the full potentials of this most popular classifier.
Moreover, the effectiveness of MLC depends on the efficient estimation of the
mean vector and the variance-covariance matrices of the information classes
which in turn depends on the selection of appropriate and adequate training
samples for each of the spectral classes in the image as discussed in Section 1.4.
A thorough discussion on all these considerations can be found in Fukunaga
(2013).
The performance of MLC is in general affected when the underlying spec-
tral classes do not conform to any multivariate probabiltiy distribution model
and in such situations, non-parametric approach to the classification problems
draws the attention of the analysts.
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1.2.4 Non-parametric classification techniques
Non-parametric classification methods, also referred to as the distribution-
free methods, do not impose any distributional assumptions on the observed
feature matrices and hence, are considered robust for a wide variety of class
distributions as long as the spectral signatures of the information classes are
distinct. A variety of non-parametric classifiers are available in the image anal-
ysis litertaure. Among the statistical non-parametric supervised classification
algorithms, parallelepiped and minimum distance classifiers are the most fre-
quently used ones.
1.2.4.1 Parallelepiped classifier
Parallelpiped classifier is perhaps the simplest supervised classification tech-
nique requiring minimum amount of information from the user for training in
the form of histograms of individual features in the training data for each of
the information class (Richards and Richards, 2008). The range of each of the
features is specified by examining these histograms and these multidimensional
feature ranges are used to create boundaries of parallelepiped-like sub-spaces
for each class. The decision rule simply assigns a pixel to the parallelepiped
in which its spectral value is found to be lying. Figure 1.6 displays the seg-
mentation of the feature space into the parallelpipeds for a two-dimensional
classification problem.
Although, simplest in nature, parallelepiped classifiers are the least pre-
ferred choices in image analysis literature due to their inefficient performance
to the likes of complex data found in the field of image analysis. The paral-
lelepipeds based on the range of individual feature vectors which segment the
feature space, do not cover the whole of feature space as shown in Figure 1.6
and often have considerable gaps between them, thereby avoiding any alloca-
tions of the pixels lying in these gaps. Moreover, these classifiers do not take
into account any prior information, if available, about the class memberships
of the pixels into account, and also in situations of correlated feature may re-
sult in overlapping parallelepipeds thereby resulting in confusion in the decsion
making process and hence, produce ambiguous or random allocations of the
pixels.
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Figure 1.6: Parallelepipeds formation with the issue of overlapping parallelepipeds.
1.2.4.2 Minimum distance classifier
Minimum distance classifier (MDC) is another distribution-free simple statis-
tical classifier which somehow resembles the k-means clustering algorithm in
that it also calculates distance based dissimilarity measures for decision mak-
ing. As the name suggests, this classifier calculates the distance between a
pixel and the centroids of the training data classes and accordingly decides to
assign the pixel to the nearest class. Although, other distance measures can
also be used for calculating the distances between a pixel and the class centers,
Mahalanobis distance and the Euclidean distance measures are most generally
used in practice. The MDC is also commonly referred to as the Mahalanobis
classifier when Mahalanobis distance measures are used for formulating the
decision rule. Figure 1.7 shows the working of an MDC, using Euclidean dis-
tances for calculating the distances.This classifier is computationally efficient
but is not theoretically as robust as the MLC and hence is often overlooked
(Benediktsson et al., 1990).
Other non-parametric methods such as table-look-up classification, non-
parametric density estimation, discussed in Richards and Richards (2008) and
Fukunaga (2013) respectively, have also been proposed in past. But these are
rarely used or even discussed as feasible alternatives in image classification
literature. The reasons are, in the table look up approach to classification, a
perfectly representative training data is required for constructing the look up
table which might not be possible in practical applications. On the other hand,
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Figure 1.7: Working of minimum distance classifier with Euclidean distances. As
shown, the pixel is at minimum distance from class 1 and hence is labelled as be-
longing to it by the minimum distance classification algorithm.
the non-parametric density approach often results in biased density and sub-
sequently in biased Bayes errors estimates especially in a high-dimensional set
up (Fukunaga, 2013) and hence, are often overlooked in comparison to other
robust non-parametric alternatives discussed in Section 1.2.7.
1.2.5 Hybrid unsupervised/supervised classification ap-
proach
MLC is considered as the statistically most robust statistical classifier in the
literature. However, it can only be used when the number of classes and their
labels are already known to the analyst which is acheived through unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms. A hybrid approach suggested in Fleming et al.
(1975), brings together the strengths of both these approaches in order to
overcome their respective disadvantages. This is termed as a hybrid unsuper-
vised/supervised approach as reported in Richards and Richards (2008) and
is often used in practice by the image analysts when the class labels are not
known apriori. In this approach, first the image of interest is divided into
information classes by using a clustering algorithm, say k -means clustering.
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Training datasets are then obtained from these information classes and are
supplied to the MLC for learning.
1.2.6 Advanced supervised classification methods
Although statistical classification approaches discussed in this chapter are the
most commonly encountered classification methodologies in the image analy-
sis literature but all of them have certain limitations. A thoughtful look on
the literature of image anlaysis methods of last two decades shows an increas-
ing fondness of the image analysts for advanced machine learning algorithms
based on artificial intelligence and logic. A wide variety of studies justifying
their superioirty over the fundamental statistical classifers have been published
in the recent years (DeFries and Chan, 2000; Sebastiani, 2002; Pereira et al.,
2009; Friedl et al., 2010). Artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vector
machines (SVM) and classification trees (CTs) are the three most preferred
machine learning methodologies in the field of classification. The main advan-
tage of these classifers over the most popular statistical MLC is that they are
distribution-free.
1.2.6.1 Artificial neural networks
Artifical neural network classifers based on artificial intelligence are one of the
earliest machine learning techniques used in image analysis. The supervised
ANN technique was first used for image classification by Benediktsson et al.
(1990). And since then, studies from varied image analysis application fields,
as discussed in Chapter 2 have demonstrated their effectiveness in image clas-
sification. ANN is a form of artificial intelligence that imitates some functions
of human brain for complex non-linear problem solving. These networks con-
struct decision boundaries by optimizing certain error criteria. These networks
comprise of sequences of layers, each consisiting of simple processing elements
called neurones fully interconnected to each other between these layers in a
specified architecture. The potential discriminating power of ANNs has at-
tracted a great deal of research for the development of various types of neural
network architectures over the years (Lippmann, 1987). An increased number
of hidden layers and the neurones per layer can increase the number of net-
work parameters, time consumed and the chances of overtraining of networks.
Hence, some regularization techniques like early stopping, addition of noise
and early decay have been proposed in the literature. Apart from being distri-
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bution free, ANNs boast of other elegant advantage over traditional statistical
classifiers such as ability to process multi source data. Although, ANN classi-
fiers have been shown to be significantly improving the classification accuracies
over the traditional statistical classifiers even with smaller training datasets,
the process of implementing these techniques is complex as compared to the
statistical counterparts and hence, can be time consuming. Implementation,
architectures and other considerations for the implementation of ANN have
been discussed in detail in the next chapter.
1.2.6.2 Support vector machines
Support vector machines derived from statistical learning theory (Vladimir
and Vapnik, 1995; Burges, 1998; Scho¨lkopf and Burges, 1999) are one of the
newest additions to the classification and regression methods. These methods
work by fitting a separting hyperplane between the classes in the multidimen-
sional feature space and try on maximizing the margins between the training
patterns from each class and these hyperplanes, these training patterns being
called as support vectors. The pioneering work of Gualtieri and Chettri (2000)
for the classification of hyperspectral images has been followed by many re-
searchers to analyze the theoretical properties and empirical performances of
SVM applied to different kinds of classification problem. As compared to the
statistical classifiers, SVMs are distribution-free methods which are more ro-
bust to noise, outliers and have greater generalization capabilities with smaller
training datasets. On the other hand, user-defined parameters needed for
learning SVMs may seriously restrict the performances of SVMs for complex
solving classification tasks. Further details and a critical assessment of SVMs
has been discussed in Chapter 2.
1.2.6.3 Decision trees
Decision trees refer to another class of some elegant distribution-free classif-
cation algorithms that have been widely used in the field of classification for
solving pattern recognition problems and related tasks (Quinlan, 1987; Swain
and Hauska, 1977). Decision trees predict class membership by recursively
partitioning the p-dimensional feature space into more homogeneous subsets
by a sequential method. Each node in a decision tree represents a feature
of the pixel or the unit to be classified, and each branch represents a value
that the node can assume. Iterative selection of the individual features that
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are most salient is made at each node. Pixels are classified starting at the
root node and are sorted based on their feature values. Since, at each node
only those features that are needed for recognizing a test pattern are used, so
feature selection is implicitly built in here (Jain et al., 2000).
Depending on the number of variables used at each step, there are uni-
variate and multivariate decision tree (Friedl and Brodley, 1997). Multivariate
decision trees are often more compact and more accurate than the univariate
ones, but they involve more complex algorithms and hence can be affected by
a suite of algorithm related factors (Friedl and Brodley, 1997). Moreover, de-
cision trees can be designed manually based on user’s expertize and knowledge
about the data or through computer based automatic algorithms. Swain and
Hauska (1977) proposed a heuristic search technique for solving more complex
problems. Further contributions for designing computationally more efficient
heirachical decision trees were made by Kulkarni and Kanal (1976); Kurzyn´ski
(1983); Lee and Richards (1985) and Kim and Landgrebe (1991).
The efficiency of the performance of a decision tree classifier heavily de-
pends upon the nature of decisions being set for growing different branches of
the tree and the sequence of attributes occuring within a tree. A thorough
review of the various methods used to develop different types of decision tree
can be found in Safavian and Landgrebe (1991). In the recent years, interest
of the researchers has fast grown in the use of automatic methods of design-
ing decision trees, such as ID3 (Quinlan et al., 1979), C4.5 (Quinlan, 1986)
and classification and regression trees (CART) (Breiman et al., 1984) for the
classification of complex and large size image datasets.
Their advantages over other approaches are that these are non-parametric
methods which can effectively process both categorical and continuous predic-
tor data, guarantees convergence of the algorithm even if the classes are not
linearly separable, provides a more comprehensive understanding of relation-
ships between the objects or pixels in the image datset and the output labels.
One major limitation of these classifiers is the requirement of generation of
rules for growing a tree which in turn requires expert knowledge of the area
on the user’s part. Chapter 2 of this thesis discusses some other aspects and
variations of decision tree classifiers and conducts an empirical assessment of
these classifiers.
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1.2.7 Ensemble methods for classification
All the classifiers discussed till now in this chapter are the most popular clas-
sifiers in the field of image anlaysis and each one of them have their own pros
and cons. Some are better in resolving one aspect of the classification prob-
lem while others may be better in other aspects and hence, researchers have
shown interests in combining the potential of different classifiers in a single sys-
tem for overall improvement in the classification outcomes. As noted in Jain
et al. (2000), there are three main types of architectures for combining multiple
classifiers, namely parallel, cascading and heirarchical (tree-like) with most of
the combination schemes in the literature belonging to the parallel architec-
ture where the results of independently invoked classifiers are combined by a
combiner. In cascading, individual classifiers are invoked in a linear sequence
whereas in hierarchical architecture, classifiers are arranged into a decision tree
like structure.
Some recent studies on complex classification problem solving techniques
using hyperspectral image data have led to two types of advanced combina-
tional classification techniques (Crawford et al., 2003; Ham et al., 2005). First
one is that of composite (or, hybrid) classifiers and the other one is that of
ensemble classifiers. Composite classifiers are based on combining multiple
individual methods usually in a stacked topology (Wolpert, 1992) and make
use of combined expertise of the individually trained models to obtain an op-
timal classifier. Whereas, ensemble classifiers use a different approach where
hundreds of classifiers are built and their decisions are combined usually by a
weighted or unweighted voting method or more sophisticated method like con-
sensus theory. Such a use of multiple classifiers may present a way out of the
spiral of increasing complexities of the data. In general, though these classifiers
present viable alternatives, one drawback is that they require to handle multi-
ple learning algorithms at the same time resulting in an increase of processing
complexity. The ensemble classifiers may avoid overfitting with noiseless data
and reduce the variance and bias of the classification. Additionally, they may
prove to be sensitive to noisy data and may involve larger computation times.
The effectiveness of these advanced classification techniques rely very much
on the combining techniques. Several combination methods for amalgamating
the outcomes of different decision rules have been proposed in the literature.
Tso and Mather (2009) have discussed some of the significant combination
methods such as, voting rules, Bayesian formulation, evidential reasoning and
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multiple artificial neural network in detail with an application to the remotely
sensed image data. A more detailed survey of such methodologies can be found
in Tumer and Ghosh (1995); Kanellopoulos et al. (2012); Smits (2002); Briem
et al. (2002) and Bruzzone et al. (2004). An essential requirement for com-
bining the outputs from different classifiers for a classification task is that the
individual component classifiers should be independent. This independence is
acheived in practice either by using independent training feature sets for each
classifier, using resampling techniques like stacking (Wolpert, 1992), boost-
ing (Schapire, 1990) or bagging (Breiman, 1996a) or by using cross-validation
methodology for estimating the errors (Breiman, 1996a).
1.2.8 Classification of hyper-dimensional imagery
Since, the emergence of hyperspectral sensor technology, issues related to the
theoretical and experimental analysis of hyperspectral images have been ex-
plored (Lee and Landgrebe, 1993; Jimenez and Landgrebe, 1998). In hyper-
spectral imaging, the image is sensed with hundreds of spectral bands. This
means that each individual pixel in the image is explained by a feature space
of hundreds of dimensions. With such a large increase in the dimensionality of
the feature space, many problems such as Hughes phenomenon (Hughes, 1968)
arise in the path of the efficient classification of the data, particularly with the
statistical classifiers. Most of the statistical classifiers require the estimation
of the parameters of spectral/information classes and the number of training
samples required for achieving robust estimates of such parameters is linearly
proportional to the dimensionality of the feature space as noted in Fukunaga
(2013). In turn, obtaining such large training datasets is not feasible in terms
of cost, accessibility and time constraints in practical situations. Hence, with
increased dimensionality, the regular classification methods may not be appli-
cable to the raw data and the data is often treated first with dimensionality
reduction techniques for improving the performance of statistical classification
afterwards.
1.2.9 Feature reduction
Feature reduction, alternatively referred to as dimensionality reduction is a
quintessential pre-classification step in image anlaysis of very high dimensional
datasets. It can be achieved either by feature selection or feature extraction
techniques. Feature selection is the method of employing techniques for se-
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lecting a relevant feature subset of size say m from the complete feature set
of size say p describing a pixel for reducing the dimensionality of the image
data without discarding any meaningful information. Feature extraction on
the other hand achieves dimensionality reduction by transforming the higher
dimensional feature space to a lower dimensional one using linear or non-linear
transformations.
Feature selection aims at assessing the discrimination capabilities of the
reduced feature space using statistical distance measures. These feature re-
duction goals can be achieved using supervised as well as unsupervised ap-
proach. For feature extraction, linear transforms such as principal component
analysis (PCA) (Landgrebe, 1980; Lennon et al., 2001), factor analysis, pursuit
projection, decision boundary feature extraction (DBFE) (Lee and Landgrebe,
1993), discriminant analysis feature extraction (DAFE) (Jimenez and Land-
grebe, 1998) are some of the most effective dimensionality reduction methods
when the training set is sufficiently large in order to provide minimum num-
ber of transformed features. The literature also discusses some of the effective
non-linear feature transformation techniques. The most widely used ones are
Kernel PCA (Haykin, 1999; Scho¨lkopf et al., 1998), multidimensional scaling
(Sammon, 1969; Niemann, 1980; Borg and Groenen, 2005), neural networks
(Lerner et al., 1999; Karhunen et al., 1997; Hyva¨rinen and Oja, 2000), self
organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1995). But a disadvantage of these trans-
form based dimensionality reduction methods is that they alter the original
interpretation of feature space as discussed in (Kaewpijit et al., 2003).
The notables one among the strategies used in literature for searching the
best subset of features are sequential forward search (Kittler and Kml, 1978;
Pudil et al., 1994) and the method of steepest ascent (Serpico et al., 2007). The
distance metric based feature selection methods used in literature are regres-
sion methods discussed in Gill et al. (1991); Han et al. (2001), instance based
methods using inverse Euclidean distance weighting of k-nearest neighbours
as discussed in Witten and Frank (2005). An other class of feature reduction
methods is based on spectral similarity measures. The bands/features which
are deemed as similar by some distance metric are replaced by the best repre-
sentative sample. Spectral angle mapper (Kruse et al., 1993), Jensen Shannon
divergence (Rao, 1982), Kullback-Liebler divergence measure (Kullback, 1959),
information theory based measures (Maes et al., 1997; Guo et al., 2008) are
some of the most popular measures used for detecting the spectral similarity
between two spectral bands.
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Several other advanced feature selection methods have been discussed in Ser-
pico et al. (2007); Huang and He (2005); Huang and Wang (2006) and Su et al.
(2011). Although, a number of advanced feature reduction methods have been
proposed in literature, PCA continues to be the most readily used among the
analysts due to its easy interpretation and availability in almost all off-the-shelf
image analysis softwares.
1.3 Assessment of Classification Accuracy
The assessment of classification accuracy at the completion of a classification
task allows a degree of confidence to be attached to the results. Also, with the
advent of more sophisticated and advanced image classification methodologies
alongside the previously available traditional but theoretically robust statisti-
cal methods, the necessity of performing an accuracy assessment for choosing
the best suited method for a particular classification task has received renewed
interest. Thus, we can say that there are two objectives for assessing a classi-
fier’s accuracy as noted in Hand (1997), to determine an absolute measure of
quality of performance of a classifier or to compare the performance of multi-
ple classifiers, in order to choose the best suited one for the problem at hand.
Hence, it is necessary that an image analyst or a researcher should have a well
equipped knowledge of both the factors needed to be considered while perform-
ing accuracy checks as well as the suitable techniques used for assessing the
performance of a classifier (Congalton, 1991). A number of analysis techniques
have been suggested in the literature for the purpose of assessment. A careful
analysis of the problem at hand and its objectives is required before select-
ing one of these methods for evaluating a classifier. Hand (1997) provides a
detailed thoughtful discussion on some classical evaluation techniques and the
various aspects of assessing a classifier’s performance. Here, we discuss some
of the most widely promoted and used in image analysis literature.
1.3.1 Error matrix
An error matrix which is more popularly referred to as a confusion matrix in
the image anlaysis field is the most elementary tool for reporting the classifica-
tion accuracies and acts as an appropriate begining for many other analytical
statistical assessment tools described in the subsequent sections. Table 1.1 re-
ports some of the most general statistics that can be calculated from a (2× 2)
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confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is an (m×m) square array square array
of numbers set out in rows and columns which express the cross classification
of the predicted class labels by the true class labels of the sample units (i.e
pixels). The columns in a confusion matrix correspond to the reference data
points and the rows correspond to the labels assigned to these data points
by a classifier. As shown in Figure 1.8, the confusion matrix depicts m data
classes, C1, C2, . . . , Cm with n1, n2 and nm number of validation data points
respectively in them. The values on the main diagonal of the confusion matrix,
aii, i = 1, 2, . . .m correspond to the correctly classified observations by the clas-
sifier and the off diagonal quantities, {aij, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . .m; i 6= j}
represent the number of observation in class j misclassified to class i by the
classifier. Thus, in a confusion matrix the row sum, here ri, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
represents the total number of observations classified to the ith class by the
classifier and the column sums, ci, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m represents the number of ob-
servations actually belonging to the ith class. A confusion matrix gives a sum-
mary of several indices of a classifier’s performance. The overall classification
accuracies of a classifier are obtained from the confusion matrices by dividing
the sum of the main diagonal quantities by the total number of classified data
points.
Figure 1.8: An (m×m) confusion matrix.
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1.3.2 Misclassification error rates
By far the most popular measure for evaluating a classifier’s performance is the
error rate or misclassification rate. This is calculated by simply measuring the
overall proportion of objects misclassified by a classifier which can be easily
obtained from a confusion matrix as explained above. However, superficially
estimating these error rates using the training datasets or the datasets which
are used for learning the classification rule typically lead to an underestimate
of the future error rates, which are obtained by calculating misclassification
proportions of unknown samples. This is beacause the classification rule will
be optimized in some sense for the training datasets while learning process.
However, this problem can be minimized by using larger training datasets.
But, this might be a practical limitation for many real life image datasets as
found in in the field of medical diagnosis where one might not have the avail-
ability of a large number of known training datasets. Error rates obtained
using training data are called as substituion or apparaent error rate (APER).
This problem of overfitting of the training datasets and overestimation of
error rates can be solved by dividing the total available known samples into
separate training datasets which are used for learning the classification rule
and the test dataset which is used for evaluating the rule. Hence, obtaining
the error rates from the test dataset provides an unbiased estimate of the ac-
tual performance of the classifier on future samples. The error rates estimated
using separate test datasets are called as actual error rates (AER).
It may not be feasible to use the independent test set approach for esti-
mating actual error rates when the complete available dataset of known pixel
values is not sufficiently large. In such situations of limited data availability,
a compromised approach called as cross-validation can be used for estimating
the apparent and actual error rates. This approach involves extracting the
subsets of the whole known sample dataset to test the performance of classi-
fiers trained using the remaining sample data points, then repeating this for
different subsets and averaging the results. This methodology can be applied
with three variants (Hand, 1997):
 k-fold : In this type of cross-validation, k -mutually exclusive subsets of
the known sample dataset are defined, each one being used in turn as a
test set for the classifier built on the remaining (k − 1) subsets.
 leave-one-out : This variant being the most popular was introduced by
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Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968). Out of the total, say n, known sample
data points, a single point is used a test set for the classifier trained
using the remaining (n − 1) datapoints as the training set. And, hence
the whole process is repeated n times for obtaining averaged unbiased
estimates of error rates.
 bootstrap: In this method, the potential of bootstrap sampling is used
for efficient and unbiased error estimation. Here, a random sample of
size n, which is the size of the complete known dataset, is taken with
replacement as the training dataset for building the classifer and finally
the complete dataset is used for testing the classifier’s performance in
terms of the misclassification rates.
The error rates described above give an estimate of the overall performance
of a classifier and do not provide specific information about the error rates of
individual classes. These overall error rates may prove to be misleading in situ-
ations when the prevalence (unequal class size) of the various classes involved
in the data are significantly different or when the cost of misclassifications from
various classes need to be considered (Tso and Mather, 2009). For example,
if an image is classified into two classes, and the two classes cover the image
area in the ratio of 2 : 1, then this is called as the problem of prevalence as the
first class is more prevalent in the image data than the second one and in such
situation the classifier gets biased resulting in lower misclassifications in the
prevalent class. Secondly, in the field of medical imaging where the imagery is
used for diagnosing a subject into patient or non-patient category, the cost of
a misclassification may be very risky.
In the similar situations, it is advisable in the literature to assess the classi-
fier’s performance in terms of the error rates of individual classes called as the
ommission and commission errors. Errors of ommission (eO) correspond to
those pixels belonging to the class of interest in the image which the classifier
fails to recognize. These are calculated by dividing the total number of pixels
in a class misclassified to other classes by the total number of reference pixels
(or, the ground truth pixels) in that class and are also referred to as measures
of producer’s accuracy. From the confusion matrix shown in Figure 1.8,
eOk =
∑
j
akj/ck ∀j; j 6= k (1.5)
is the ommission error for the kth class. Whereas, the commission error (eC)
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of a class correspond to those pixels from other classes that the classifier labels
as belonging to the class of interest. These are calculated by dividing the
total number of pixels incorrectly misclassified in a class divided by the total
number of pixels that were classified in that class and is often referred to as
the measure of user’s accuracy. From the confusion matrix,
eCk =
∑
i
aik/rk ∀i; i 6= k (1.6)
is the commission error for the kth class.
1.3.3 Agreement measures
In classification problems the risk associated with a classifier can be defined
as the misclassification rate. Since the risk is seldom deterministic, we might
also need to check the reliability of the risk estimation. This is achieved using
the random agreement measures. This section refers to a class of discrete
multivaraite techniques which take into account the chance allocations made
by a classifer for assessing its performance. The most popular among them
is the kappa measure which was suggested by Cohen (1960) and is therefore
often referred to as Cohen’s kappa. The kappa measure is a more powerful
technique for evaluating a classifier as it uses all the information in an error
matrix, unlike the previously discussed error rates which consider either the
principal diagonal elements or, the off-diagonal elements only. It provides a
better measure of the accuracy of a classifier than the overall accuracy as it
consider inter-class agreement and is calculated as
K =
p0 − p(k)
1− p(k) (1.7)
where, K is the kappa coefficient, p0 is the proportion of overall agreement and
p(k) is the chance agreement probability defined by Cohen as
p0 =
m∑
i=1
aii
N
(1.8)
p(k) =
m∑
i=1
(ri × ci)
N2
(1.9)
where, N is the total number of observations. The higher the value of Kappa
coefficient K, the better the classification performance. In the ideal situa-
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tion, when all the pixels are correctly classified, it takes value equal to 1.
The kappa coefficient has many attractive features as an index of classification
accuracy. In particular, it makes some compensation for chance agreement
and a variance term may be calculated for it enabling the statistical testing
of the significance of the difference between two coefficients (Rosenfield and
Fitzpatrick-Lins, 1986). Frequently, there is a desire to compare different clas-
sifications and so matrices. To further aid this comparison, some have called
for the normalization of the confusion matrix such that each row and column
sums to unity (Congalton, 1991; Smits et al., 1999). Smits et al. (1999) argued
that kappa coefficient should, in some circumstances, be adopted as a standard
measure of classification accuracy.
Although, Cohen’s kappa coefficient is often used for assessing the level of
chance agreement in the ouput of a classifier, it is found to be sensitive to both
prevalence as well as to bias (Byrt et al., 1993; Gwet, 2002). Gwet reported
an alternative statistic in Gwet (2014), named as AC1 statistic to estimate the
chance agreement of a classifier defined as
AC1 =
p0 − p(γ)
1− p(γ) (1.10)
where,
p(γ) =
1
(m− 1)
m∑
i=1
pii(1− pii) (1.11)
is the chance agreement probability with pii = (ri+ci)/2N . Gwet’s AC1 statis-
tic is found to be more robust to the effect of prevalence of classes (Wong-
pakaran et al., 2013). Foody (1992) in his study noted that Cohen’s kappa
coefficient overestimates the chance agreements and underestimate the accu-
racy and hence, suggested an alternative formulation. It should be noted here,
that the reliability of chance agreement measures depend upon the the test
data. And hence, studies suggest that test data should be appropriately cho-
sen with simple random sampling (Janssen and Vanderwel, 1994; Stehman and
Czaplewski, 1998; Foody, 2002; Congalton and Green, 2008) in order to get
maximum benefit from kappa measures.
1.3.4 Area under ROC curve (AUROC)
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve has long been used as a
good way of visualising a classifier’s performance in order to select a suitable
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Measure Formula
Overall classification accuracy (a+ d)/N
Overall misclassification rate (b+ c)/N
True positive rate a/(a+ c)
False positive rate b/(b+ d)
Prevalence (a+ c)/N
Sensitivity a/(a+ c)
Specificity d/(b+ d)
Table 1.1: Accuracy measures calculated from a (2 × 2) error matrix. The two
classes being referred to as positive class and the negative class. Here a, b, c, d,N
are the components a11, a12, a21, a22, N respectively of the error matrix as described
in Figure 1.8.
operating point, or decision threshold (Hand, 1997) in a two class problem.
One of the earliest adopters of ROC graphs in machine learning was Spack-
man (1989), who demonstrated the value of ROC curves in evaluating and
comparing algorithms. Recent years have seen an increase in the use of ROC
graphs in the machine learning community due to the realization that simple
classification accuracy may often be a poor metric for measuring performance
(Provost and Fawcett, 1997; Provost et al., 1998). In addition to being a gener-
ally useful performance graphing method, they have properties that make them
especially useful for domains with skewed class distribution and unequal classi-
fication error costs. These characteristics have become increasingly important
as research continues into the areas of cost-sensitive learning and learning in
the presence of unbalanced classes.
An ROC plot is a two-dimensional graph obtained by plotting all true pos-
itives on the y-axis against their equivalent false positives (refer to, Table1.1)
for all available thresholds on the x-axis. Figure 1.9 shows ROC curves for
four classification rules labelled A through D. The classifiers with an ROC
curve which follows 45 is termed as useless as it classifies equal cases in both
the classes and hence, would not separate the classes at all. Whereas, an
ROC curve for a perfect classifier would follow both the axes classifying all
the positives in the positive class. As such dominance relationships between
classifiers are studied using ROC curves however, when comparing a number
of different classification schemes it is often desirable to obtain a single figure
as a measure of the classifier’s performance. The area under the ROC curve
(AUC) is usually taken to be an important index for this purpose because it
provides a single measure of overall accuracy that is not dependent upon a
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particular threshold (DeLeo, 1993; DeLeo and Rosenfeld, 2001). The curve
which dominates the other sweeps larger such area under it and corresponds
to the better classification rule. For example, in Figure 1.9 clearly the curve
corresponding to the classifier C is better as it sweeps a larger AUC.
The AUROC is a single discriminability measure for two-class scenario. Gen-
eralization approaches for calculating AUROC in multi-class problems have
been discussed in Hand and Till (2001) and Provost and Fawcett (2001).
Figure 1.9: ROC plot for four classifiers labelled as A, B, C and D.
Apart from these measures, there may be other ways for calculating the
predictive accuracy of a classifier such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic,
likelihood ratios, pairs of measures such as specificity and sensitivity or preci-
sion and recall, measures of accuracy of probability estimates such as Brier or
log score, and many others. A detailed account of these methods can be seen in
some significant works like Aronoff (1982, 1985); Kalkhan et al. (1995); Kouk-
oulas and Blackburn (2001); Piper (1983); Rosenfield (1981); Rosenfield and
Fitzpatrick-Lins (1986); Huberty (1994); Flach (2003); Hand (1997); Vieira
and Mather (2001) and Pepe (2003). Thus to conclude, the choice of the most
appropriate classification assessment rule must be made on the basis of some
objective considerations as suggested in Fielding and Bell (1997).
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1.4 Data Considerations for Supervised Sta-
tistical Classifiers
When using supervised learning approach specifically with a parametric for-
mulation of problems in classification of digital images, there are a number of
factors that need the anlayst’s attention before the final version of the classifier
is constructed and applied to the problem. Some of the most elementary ones
are discussed in this section.
1.4.1 Sampling scheme
Both training and test samples characterizing the classes of interest in an
image are required to be selected for performing supervised classification of
the image. A sampling scheme describes the way in which these samples are
drawn from the whole digital image dataset. There are certain restrictions on
sampling, including cost, availabiltiy of source of information such as maps,
photographs, and accessibility, size of the area of interest, temporally changing
nature of the data. All such factors make it difficult to conduct a thorough and
statistically valid sampling procedures for extracting known samples from the
image. Hence, attention must be paid to all such factors while selecting an ap-
propriate sampling scheme in classification tasks, particularly when statistical
classifiers are employed as performance of these classifiers depend significantly
on the training samples for the fitting of the assumed probability models (Tso
and Mather, 2009).
Many sampling schemes have been suggested in the image analysis lit-
erature. Congalton (1988) suggested that both simple random sampling and
stratified random sampling work satisfactorily in classification tasks. Whereas,
Atkinson (1991, 1996) notifiy that these standard statistical sampling rules, do
not work well with spatial data (as found in remote sensing ) where locations
are fixed resulting in autocorrelated features and hence he proposed geosta-
tistical methods for such situations. Detailed theory on these methods can
be found in Curran (1988); Woodcock et al. (1988b,a); Van der Meer and
De Jong (2011). Wang et al. (2005) suggested a semivariogram technique for
determining the optimal sampling space. Moreover, when it comes to assessing
a classifier using Kappa measure, simple random sampling must essentially be
used in order to satify the required assumptions (Stehman, 1992; Congalton
and Green, 2008). Apart from these, cluster sampling can also be used which
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allows the collection of a large number of samples. However, large cluster sam-
ples i.e. having more than 10 pixels are not recommended in the literature due
to the autocorrelation effect (Congalton, 1988).
1.4.2 Sample size
Appropriate sampling scheme is not the only criterion that should be con-
sidered while designing a classifier. Sample size considerations are equally
important for acheiving specified levels of classification accuracy and for ob-
taining statistically valid measures of these accuracy. The issue of appropriate
training sample sizes has been widely discussed in the literature by several
authors (Hord and Brooner, 1976; Van Genderen and Lock, 1977; Rosenfield
et al., 1982; Mather and Koch, 2011). Congalton and Green (2008) suggest
a method based on the multinomial distribution for estimating sample size
per class. Based on the notion used in univariate statistics, Mather and Koch
(2011) suggested that the training sample size per class should be 30 times the
number of parameters to be estimated or alternatively 30 times the number of
features used for classification.
This suggestion by Mather gives satisfactory results in most of the cases
as far as the dimensionality of the feature space is not too high. But as the
dimension of the data increases as in hyperspectral imagery, the precision of
the estimates obtained from samples of fixed size suggested in Mather (2004)
becomes substantially low, thereby decreasing the efficieny of parametric classi-
fiers such as MLC which operate by defining the model of the data distribution.
In such situations, unfeasibly large datasets are required for efficient estima-
tion of parameters which may not be possible to obtain in practical situations
and hence, feature extraction methods or dimensionality reduction methods
will be required to analyze the data. Foody and Mathur (2006) suggested
the adoption of four elementary principles, namely, selection of the most in-
formative training samples, acceptance of imprecise descriptions for spectrally
distinct classes, selective class, exclusion and adoption of a one-class classifier
for considerably reducing the training size without significantly affecting the
required accuracy.
Although, all of these above discussed sampling schemes and sample size con-
siderations are directed towards the use of statistical classifiers, non-parametric
supervised classifiers such as ANN, SVM and DTs are also found to be af-
fected by the sampling scheme and sample size considerations (Evans, 1998).
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Although, these classifiers are non-parametric in nature and do not require the
estimation of class parameters form the training samples, large enough training
datasets that can represent the characteristics of each class are still required
for efficient learning of these distribution-free methods of classification. Out
of ANN, SVM and RF classifiers, SVMs have been found to be robustly per-
forming even with small training data size in Foody (1996), Foody and Mathur
(2004) and Foody and Mathur (2006).
1.4.3 Adequacy of training data
Along with estimating appropriate sample sizes, extraction of adequately rep-
resentative training data in the sense that no erroneous data points are included
in the training dataset also needs thoughtful attention of the user. Such erro-
neous data points commonly referred to as outliers may significanlty alter the
parameter estimates required for modelling of the class distribution in MLC.
However, if even, after all precautionary measures, such sample points find
their way into the training data, they should be removed or treated accord-
ingly. Such outliers can be accomodated by the robust statistical estimation of
the parameters using weighting methods (Mather, 2004). Their effect on clas-
sification accuracies can be further reduced by using cross-validation approach
for accuracy assessment or by using ensemble classifiers (Brodley and Friedl,
1999).
2Performance of Non-Parametric
Classifiers on highly skewed
data
2.1 Introduction
Pattern recognition or specifically classification is the problem of allocating
an unknown object based on a set of features into one of the several possible
classes (or populations). These features can be thought of as p- dimensional
vectors of measurements describing the object. The object to be classified
is a broad term which may specifically denote a pixel or a set of pixels for
digital image classification or can be a patient in the field of diagnostics or a
waveform in the field of speech and voice recognition or it can also be the mea-
surement of a subject’s response in physochological tests. Classifiers can be
broadly classified into supervised and unsupervised classifiers depending upon
the type of learning. Further, the classifiers can be termed as parametric and
non-parametric classifiers depending upon whether any distributional assump-
tions are imposed on the underlying classes or not. The supervised classifiers
are required to be trained by samples of known identity referred to as training
datasets and hence need intervention of human expertise for obtaining these
training samples whereas the unsupervised classifiers are completely dependent
on the algorithm used for clustering observations of similar characteristics into
an information class. Although, unsupervised classification algorithms are fast
and easy to implement as they do not require to be trained but still the super-
vised classification techniques are more preferred by analysts and researchers
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as they are able to produce more accurate results in terms of lesser misclas-
sification errors and are also equally efficient in terms of fast computations
(Tso and Mather, 2009). Hence, we deal with only supervised classifiers in
this thesis. From now on in this thesis wherever we talk of a classifier we
mean supervised classifiers only. With time and wide spread availability of
the state-of- the-art computational techniques, non-parametric classifiers have
emerged as strong competitors of the conventional parametric classifiers. In
this chapter, we highlight the shortcomings of the parametric classifiers which
ultimately create the scope for the non-parametric classification techniques.
Additionally, within the group of non-parametric classification techniques we
highlight, discuss and compare the performance of, the most recent machine
learning classifiers in handling significantly positively skewed datasets. The
chapter is divided as follows, remaining part of the Section 2.1 discusses the
motivation behind the investigation carried out in this chapter and the ob-
jective of the investigation, Section 2.2 highlights other comparative works
carried out in past with the machine learning algorithms taken up for study in
the present chapter, Section 2.3 gives a brief discussion of the methods and the
classifiers used for comparison in the present work. A detailed investigation
on the comparative performances of the non-parametric classifiers for real and
skewed simulated data is given in Section 2.4 and the conclusions have been
discussed in Section 2.5.
2.1.1 Motivation
Discriminant analysis techniques based on parametric classifiers are the most
readily and widely used techniques for classifying an object (or observation)
into one of the several possible classes (or populations). These parametric
classifiers which are based on the assumption that the populations in the fea-
ture space come from some theoretical statistical probability distribution are
found to perform optimally when the required assumption of known probability
distribution is fulfilled by the underlying data classes. Maximum Likelihood
Classifier (MLC), minimum distance classifiers, K- means clustering (KMC)
are some of the most popular parametric classifiers. Among them MLC or the
Bayes classifier which assumes Gaussian distribution for the underlying popu-
lation is the most frequently used supervised parametric classifier in the field of
classification or discriminant analysis. The MLC classifies an observation into
the population for which it has the maximum likelihood and hence requires the
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estimation of the parameters of the assumed multivariate normal distribution
for different classes which in turn will need a proper representative sample
of the data classes. However, the normality assumption of the MLC is often
found to be violated in real life situations and the real datasets are generally
found to be skewed in nature. For example, in complex land cover classification
problem, if area under crop is one of the several land use categories then the
presence of trees along with crops as is the case in agro forestry or the pres-
ence of stressed crops will result in the skewed spectral feature distribution
of the crop class as healthy crops, stressed crops and trees will have different
spectral signatures. Similarly, the class representing water bodies in land cover
satellite image will appear to be skewed in the presence of different types of
water bodies in a single image, for example clean water, turbid water, water
containing chlorophyll which represents the presence of algae colonies or in-
dustrial waste water. In face recognition problems also when the with-in class
variability is larger than the between class variability introduced by changes
in illumination, the data is found to be skewed in nature (Zhang and Jain,
2006). In all such situations the distributions of the underlying data classes
will deviate from normality and will exhibit skewed nature. This limitation
of distributional assumption poses a threat to the efficient performance of the
MLC when the data is non-normal in nature.
In some benchmark studies like Lachenbruch et al. (1973); Clarke et al.
(1979); Beauchamp et al. (1980); Baron (1991) and Khondoker et al. (2013),
the authors tested the robustness of the MLC and studied the extent to which
the performance of MLC can be affected by various types of non-normality
of data using simulations, real datasets and graphical methods as well. All of
these studies concluded that the performance of MLC was found to be sensitive
to deviations of the data classes from the assumption of multivariate normality
and consequently the conventional MLC is not expected to perform optimally
when the data classes are significantly skewed in nature. Hence, in the pres-
ence of such non-optimal situations for the conventional MLC, the researchers
and experts suggest to look out for the alternative non-parametric classifiers
which are free of any distributional assumptions and hence are expected to
perform well with a variety of distributions as long as the class signatures are
reasonably distinct.
After a comprehensive review of the literature of classification techniques dis-
cussed in Section 2.2 we found that although a number of studies have been
conducted for comparing the performances of the parametric MLC with its
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non-parametric counterparts for particular case based studies, nothing much
has been done about the performance of the non-parametric classifiers when
the data is severely skewed. Hence, in the present study we attempt to fill
this gap by particularly focussing on the performance of the non-parametric
classifiers for classifying severley positively skewed data.
2.1.2 Objective of the study
The performance of a classifier depends on many factors and in the absence
of any particular guidelines for selecting the best classifier for a specific study
(Lu and Weng, 2007), the need is to look out for that one algorithm which can
fairly work with a larger number of datasets without compromising, signifi-
cantly, with the classification accuracy. This limitation is not restricted only
when one has to choose between parametric and non-parametric classifiers, but
within the class of non-parametric classifiers we need to look out for the clas-
sifier which can perform fairly on a larger number of varied datasets. Hence,
leaving the parametric classifiers to be discussed in detail in the next chapter,
we dedicate this entire chapter to the study of non-parametric classifiers with
an aim to zero in the most efficient non-parametric classifier for classifying sig-
nificantly skewed datasets. In this chapter we elaborately discuss three recent
and most advanced non-parametric classification algorithm i.e. Artificial neu-
ral networks, Support vector Machines and Random Forests and explore their
ability in efficiently classifying the skewed datasets using extensively simulated
skewed datasets as well as some real datasets.
2.1.3 Non-parametric alternatives to parametric classi-
fiers
With the advent of faster and more sophisticated computing options and the
culture of interdisciplinary research gaining acceleration, a good number of
non-parametric machine learning algorithms based on statistical, logical, fuzzy
ensemble and kernel based methods have been developed in the last few decades
(Sahoo et al., 2012) to overcome the restrictions of imposing normality assump-
tion on the underlying data classes as required by the traditional MLC and
hence, to obtain more accurate classification results.
Among the non-parametric classifiers available, parallelepiped and mini-
mum distance classifiers fall under the statistical classifiers category. Paral-
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lelepiped classifiers are the simplest ones of all the non-parametric classifiers
and require minimal information in the form of minimum and maximum val-
ues of all the feature in each of the classes which define the boundaries of the
parallelepipeds and each observation is then checked if it lies in any of the
defined parallelepipeds. This classifier is highly affected by the presence of
overlapping parallelepipeds and inability of locating a new observation in any
of the defined parallelepipeds and hence is not considered a robust choice for
most of the classification problems. The second one i.e. the Minimum distance
classifier calculates the distance between an observation and the centroids of
the different training classes using the Mahalanobis distance measure and ac-
cordingly decides to allocate the observation to the class which is nearer to
the observation in terms of lower value of the distance measure. This classi-
fier is also found to be mathematically fast and does not include any complex
underlying mathematical concepts but its performance has always found to be
inferior to the more robust MLC (Benediktsson et al., 1990). Moreover, the
performance of both of the above discussed classifiers is expected to be affected
a lot by the presence of heterogeneity and outliers in the data classes which
are the common characteristics of skewed datasets.
Thus, keeping in mind the limitations of these statistical non-parametric clas-
sifiers we turn our attention to the more advanced machine learning algorithms
for classifying skewed datasets. Among the class of non-parametric machine
learning algorithms, artificial neural networks, support vector machines and
random forests classifiers have gained considerable popularity among the re-
searchers and the analysts in the field of remote sensing, voice recognition, text
classification, medical diagnosis of terminal diseases etc. The major advantage
of these classifiers over MLC is that they neither assume any statistical prob-
ability distribution for the data classes nor require any statistical parameter
estimation to separate the classes and hence guarantee better classification out-
comes (Paola and Schowengerdt (1995); Foody (2002)), when the underlying
data is not normal or specifically skewed in the context of this thesis. Apart
from this, these classifiers are able to incorporate class-relevant categorical
and continuous observations into the feature space, can tease apart complex
feature spaces and are capable of performing many-to-one classification where
multiple manifestation of the same category are present in the obseravtion
matrix. Many works have been published in the recent years, discussed in
the next section, which compare the performance ANN, SVM and Random
Forest classifiers with that of the MLC. The discussion concludes that these
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non-parametric classifiers should be preferred over MLC. In the next section,
we discuss some comparative works on ANN, SVM and RF.
2.2 Background
Classification procedures are widely used in a variety of fields due to which
a large number of studies comparing the performance of disfferent types of
classifiers have been produced. Hence, for the sake of comprehensiveness and
better understanding we give an account of some of the recent comparative
works with respect to the fields in which they were conducted.
 In remote sensing : Huang et al. (2002) compared the performance of
SVM with MLC, ANN and decision tree classifiers for the classification
of a six band Thematic Mapper (TM) image and found SVM to be com-
petitive enough with the other two methods. Erbeka et al. (2004) com-
pared the performance of MLC with multilayer perceptron (MLP) and
Linear Vector Quantization (LVQ) ANN classifiers for classifying a Land-
sat TM data and suggested the better performance of the ANN classifiers
because of their ability to process multisource data easily. Kavzoglu and
Kolkesen (2009) assessed the effect of kernel choice on the SVM classi-
fiers and concluded that SVM classifiers based on rbf kernels outperform
the MLC for the classification of landcover images. Otukei and Blaschke
(2010) found decision tree classifiers to be performing better in general
in terms of the classification accuracies than the SVM and the MLC clas-
sifiers for classifying Landsat TM datasets. Apart from these, Zhuang
et al. (1995); Atkinson and Tatnall (1997); Cortijo and Blanca (1997);
Michelson et al. (2000); Keuchel et al. (2003); Pal and Mather (2003);
Lu et al. (2004); Olthof et al. (2004); Pal and Mather (2004) and South
et al. (2004) are some other comparative works conducted for specific
case based classification problem.
 In bioinformatics and diagnostics : Diaz-Uriarte and de Andres (2006) in-
vestigated the performance of Random Forest, Diagonal linear discrimi-
nat analysis (DLDA) technique, KNN and SVM classifiers for classifying
microarray datasets and found RF classifiers to be performing excep-
tionally well as compared to other classifiers for very high dimensional
microarray datasets. Dudoit et al. (2002) employed three microarray
datasets for the classification of tumours and found DLDA and ANN
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classifiers to be performing remarkably well as compared to more sophis-
ticated aggregated or bagged decision tree classifiers. Statnikov et al.
(2008) in their study on the microarray based cancer classification us-
ing a large number of datasets found SVM classifiers to be performing
better than the RF classifiers with and without adopting any feature
selection procedures. Khondoker et al. (2013) conducted an extensive
simulation study to compare the performance of various significant clas-
sifiers i.e. LDF, SVM, ANN and RF under various settings of number
of features, training sample size, correlation between the feature, and
variability within the data. They concluded that different classifiers per-
formed optimally under different settings. For example they found that
LDF is superior for smaller number of correlated features and SVM for
data with high dimensional feature sets. RF was found to be perform-
ing better in case of more variable data classes. Apart from these works
other significant comparative assessments of the classifiers for microarray
data classification for cancer diagnosis can be found in Tan and Gilbert
(2003); Man et al. (2004); Lee et al. (2005); Huang et al. (2005); Dossat
et al. (2007); Cutler et al. (2007b); Pirooznia et al. (2008); Boulesteix
et al. (2008); Rocke et al. (2009); Yousefi et al. (2011b); Hanezar and
Dougherty (2010); Demsˇar (2006) etc.
 Other fields : Apart from these two fields a number of comparative studies
in the field of text recognition, speech recognition, ecology and financial
data prediction have been produced. Zhang et al. (1999) employed ANNs
for financial data prediction and established their superiority over logis-
tic regression techniques. Cutler et al. (2007b) compared RF classifier
with LDA, logistic regression, SVM and ANN classifiers for classifying
three groups of organisms and for predicting invasive species presence
and observed RF to be the best performing classifier in terms of higher
cross validation accuracies.(Zhang et al., 1999) compared SVM and ANN
for credit rating analysis. Tsai and Wu (2008) compared the performace
of ANN with multiple classifier techniques for financial data prediction.
Majority of these comparative works are case based studies and investigated
the comparative performances of the classifiers on particular but vastly varied
real datasets, but not much has been done for assessing the performance of
these non-parametric classifiers on the simulated datasets and specifically the
skewed ones with few exceptions, like Aeberhard et al. (1994); Man et al.
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(2004); Huang et al. (2005); Diaz-Uriarte and de Andres (2006); Hanezar and
Dougherty (2010); Khondoker et al. (2013). However, the better performance
of any particular classifier on one or a few instances cannot guarantee the same
for all the other datasets, hence simulation studies may be a better alternative
for objectively and feasibly comparing the performance of various machine
learning algorithms (Yousefi et al., 2011a). Apart from being illustrated on
the real datsets the results obtained in this thesis are based on simulated
datasets as well, and hence, they do not specifically cater to the classification
issues of any particular discipline and can be referred to in general for any type
of classification problem.
2.3 Non-Parametric Classifiers and Other Meth-
ods Used
2.3.1 Artificial neural networks (ANNs)
Fascination of the researchers with understanding and emulating the efficiency
of the eye-brain combination in processing large amount of data from varied
sources led to the discovery of first neural network model in 1943, (McCulloch
and Pitts, 1943). Artificial Neural networks comprise of a set of machine learn-
ing algorithms which use artificial intelligence techniques for complex problem
solving. ANNs have evolved over the years as a robust pattern recognition
alternative to other methods with contribution from varied disciplines ranging
from neuroengineering, financial data prediction, quality control, modeling and
prediction to pattern recognition. Detailed conceptual explanation of ANNs
can be found in Haykin (1999) and Garson (1998). ANN classifiers enjoy pretty
attractive advantages over other classifiers of being data driven self adaptive
or distribution free methods capable of estimating posterior probabilities and
handling multi-source data efficiently (Benediktsson et al. (1990); Richard and
Lippmann (1991)). Additionally, they are hailed as universal approximators
(Hornik, 1991) and non linear models and hence have been effectively applied
across a wide variety of application fields which include bankruptcy ((Leshno
and Spector, 1996; Zhang et al., 1999; Atiya, 2001)), medical diagnosis (Ko-
mori and Eguchi, 2015), product inspection, fault detection in industrial ap-
plications (Fukuda and Shibata (1992); Meireles et al. (2003)), handwriting
recognition (Kalaichelvi and Ali, 2012), speech recognition (Dahl et al., 2012)
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and bond rating. In contrast to all these pros, ANNs have some serious limita-
tions. In order to make them perform efficiently ANNs should be trained with
proper choice of network architecture and optimal parameters in the form of
number of nodes and the number of hidden layers used for training the network
(Kotsiantis et al., 2007). Elaboration on the limitations of ANN and other non-
parametric machine learning algorithms will be discussed in the next chapter.
ANN is generally referred to as a mathematical model of the brain activi-
ties. An ANN is composed of a number of interconnected processing elements
called as nodes that are similar to brain neurons. These nodes are joined by
weighted interconnections that are analogous to synapses in the human brain
and finally the output paths resemble the axons of the brain. Thus as dis-
cussed in Zhang (2000) for the problem of classification, ANN can be defined
as a mapping function F : Rp −→ Rk which maps feature space to the class
space. In other words the mapping function F takes p-dimensional input data
vectors and after mathematical processing returns a k -dimensional vectored
output representing the classes of the respective inputs. Supervised classifi-
cation in an ANN classifier is administered through exposure to a known set
of input and corresponding output data i.e. training data. The training al-
gorithm trains the network by adjusting the interconnection weights between
the neurons through an iterative procedure such that the overall error is min-
imized and then this trained network is used to determine the classification of
unknown set of data.
Among the five fundamental neural network architectures namely Multilayer
perceptron with back-error propagation, the self-organized feature map (SOM),
counter-propagation networks, Hopfield networks, and ART systems, the mul-
tilayer perceptron with back-propagation considered here for classification is
the most widely used supervised ANN architecture design (Tso and Mather
(2009); Zhang (2000)).
2.3.1.1 Back-propagation multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural net-
work
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) network (Rumelhart et al., 1986) can consist of
multiple layers which can be generally categorized into three basic types, first
is the input layer, whose nodes take the elements of the external feature vector
as inputs, the second type of layer is the hidden layer (which can be more than
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one) and the third is the output layer in which the number of nodes is equal
to the number of classes in the classification problem. These three types of
layers are completely connected to each other with weighted interconnections
between the processing elements i.e. nodes of consecutive layers but no con-
nection between the nodes of the same layer. A simplest three layer MLP is
shown in Figure 2.1. Each node has its own mathematical function or activa-
tion function that accepts input from previous layer and produces output for
next layer. The value held by each node is called its activity (ai). The MLP
network is designed with a non-linear activation function in hidden layer and
hence aid in non linear mapping between input and output vectors.
(a) 3 layer MLP (b) forward propagation
Figure 2.1: A three layer multilayer perceptron network and the typical working of
a processing node in forward propagation.
For training or learning the interconnection weights (wij) between the layers
and the activities of the nodes the back-propagation algorithm is used which
consists of forward as well as backward propagation. During forward propaga-
tion input signals are supplied to the network through the input layer and the
updated activities of the nodes using the interconnection weights, as shown in
Figure 2.1 are passed on from layer to layer starting from the input layer to
the output layer i.e. from the leftmost layer to the rightmost layer. Formally
the input that a single node say j receives is calculated as the weighted sum
of the activities of the sending nodes in the preceeding layer defined as
xj =
∑
i
aiwji (2.1)
where, ai is the activity of the ith node and wji is the weight of the connection
from the ith node to the jth node. And the output from jth node say oj to
the nodes in the next consecutive layer is calculated by converting the input in
equation (2.1) using a mapping function, sigmoid mapping function being the
common choice. This transfer of updated signal continues from one layer to
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another until the output layer is reached. After which the error between the
network output and the desired output is computed, which is usually calculated
using the least squared error criterion defined as
E (w) =
1
2
∑
j,k
(ajk − ojk) (2.2)
where, w is a set of weights in network, ajk is the jth neurone in the output
layer obtained from the kth training sample and ojk is the target output at
neurone j in the output layer for the kth training sample (Tso and Mather,
2009). The error E(w) is then back-propagated through the network and the
interconnection weights (wji) are updated according to the generalized delta
rule described in Rumelhart et al. (1986) and given in equation below
∆wji = ηδjoi (2.3)
where, η is the learning rate parameter, oi is the output computed by the ith
node, δj = oj(1 − oj)(tj − oj) with tj as the target or the desired output for
the jth node is the rate of change of error for the output node and δj = oj(1−
oj)
∑
k δkwkj for the intermediate node. This process of forward propagation
of signals and back propagation of errors is repeated for training samples until
the error is minimized or reaches the desired threshold. In this study we used
MATLAB’s neural network toolbox for training artificial neural networks for
simulated as well as real datasets (Matlab, 2013a).
2.3.2 Support vector machines (SVMs)
Support vector machines (SVMs) form a group of one of the most recent and
theoretically robust machine learning algorithms which were initially developed
to overcome the issues of overfitting in machine learning (Vapnik, 1979) but
later gained proper elaborative mathematical formulation (Vapnik and Vap-
nik, 1998). An excellent insight into the working and theoretical development
of SVMs apart from what will be discussed in this chapter can be found in
Burges (1998). Contrary to the distribution based approach of the traditional
MLC and decision boundary-forming logic of ANNs SVMs are aimed at lo-
cating an optimal separating hyper-plane between the two data classes in the
multidimensional feature space using some optimization algorithms. Under
supervised learning, SVMs use training datasets to locate optimal boundaries
or hyper-planes between classes and the unseen test datasets are used to ver-
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ify their generalizing ability of minimizing the confusion between classes with
these optimal boundaries, (Huang et al. (2002); Mountrakis et al. (2011)).
SVMs were initially developed as linear binary classifiers allocating labels +1
and -1 to the two classes but were later modified as more versatile classifiers
for classifying multiclass data using one-against-one (Knerr et al., 1990) and
one-against-others (Vapnik and Vapnik, 1998) techniques. Hence, SVMs can
be efficiently applied to multiclass classsification problems also.
For a classification problem involving two p-dimensional data classes, there
may be p − 1 separating hyper-planes but SVMs aim at finding that single
optimal hyperplane which minimizes the structural risk by maximizing the
distance between the plane and the closest data instances lying on either side
of the plane. For example as shown in Figure 2.2, there are 3 separating
hyper-planes h1, h2 and h but only the hyperplane h fulfills the requirement
of minimizing the structural risk i.e. hyperplane h separates the two classes
by maiximum margin (Tso and Mather, 2009). The points that constrain the
width of the margin between the separating plane and the data instance on
either side are called as support vectors and these are generally very less in
number.
SVMs have been established as efficient learning algorithms theoretically as
well as empirically across various research domains over the years. These struc-
tural risk minimizing algorithms have been successfully implemented for varied
decision making and classification problems ranging from pattern recognition
(Burges, 1998), regression (Hong and Hwang, 2003), clustering (Ben-Hur et al.
(2002); Kriegel et al. (2004)), handwriting recognition (Scho¨lkopf et al., 1997),
optical character recognition (Joachims, 1998) to remote sensing (Gualtieri and
Comp (1998); Huang et al. (2002); Melgani and Bruzzone (2004); Kavzoglu and
Kolkesen (2009); Mountrakis et al. (2011)).
2.3.2.1 Theoretical development of SVM
Depending upon the type of separability between the training data classes,
SVM algorithms can be divided into two categories. The first one corresponds
to the theoretically lesser complex or to the original form of SVM and is used
when the training data classes are linearly separable and the other one based
on non-linear kernel functions comes in to the picture when the data is found
to be linearly inseparable. Both of these are briefly discussed here.
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(a) Possible separating linear hyper-
planes
(b) Support vectors in a linear SVM
Figure 2.2: Linear separating hyperplanes for completely separable classes.
1. Linearly separable case: The simplest way of training an SVM is by using
linearly separating cases. If we assume p-dimensional linearly separable
training datasets represented as {xi, yi}, i = 1, . . . , n, yi ∈ {1,−1},xi ∈
Rp, where xi represents the p-dimensional set of training vectors and yi
represent the labels of the corresponding classes which is coded as +1
for class 1 and −1 for class 2, then the optimum separating hyperplane
between the two classes in binary classification problem can be defined
as
wTx + b = 0 (2.4)
where, w is a vector perpendicular to the linear hyperplane and b is the
bias representing the offset of the discriminating hyper-plane from the
origin.
For linearly separable cases, the hyperplane defined in equation (2.4) is
found in terms of two parallel separating hyperplanes, one for each class
which are expressed as
wTxi + b ≥ +1, ∀ yi = +1 (2.5)
wTxi + b ≤ −1, ∀ yi = −1 (2.6)
which can be combined in a single equation as,
yi
(
wTxi + b
)− 1 ≥ 0. (2.7)
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These two hyper-planes in equations (2.5) and (2.6) are selected so as not
to include any data point in between them while maximizing the distance
between the two classes as shown in Figure 2.2 . The training points
which lie on these two separating parallel hyper-planes (shaded ones in
Figure 2.2 ) are called support vectors (Mathur and Foody, 2008) and
have a key role in the establishment of the optimal hyper-plane as they
constrain the margin between the training data instances of a class and
the separating hyper-plane. The margin between the two parallel hyper-
planes described by equations (2.5) and (2.6) is (2/ ‖ w ‖) and is the
distance between the closest points in the two classes, where ‖ w ‖, is the
Euclidean norm of w. Thus the optimum separating hyper-plane can be
found by minimizing the squared norm, ‖ w ‖2, of the separating hyper-
plane and consequently the problem of locating the optimum hyper-plane
reduces to the optimization problem of minimizing the objective function[
1
2
‖ w ‖2
]
(2.8)
subject to
yi(w
Txi + b) ≥ 1 (2.9)
yi ∈ {+1,−1}. (2.10)
2. Linearly-inseparable case: Mostly the real data encountered in various
classification fields is much more complex in nature and is usually found
to be linearly inseparable. In such cases it is hard to locate the set of
hyper-planes satisfying equations (2.5) and (2.6) which optimally sep-
arates the data classes. There may be two situations of inseparability,
the first one is that of partial separability. In such a situation when
the classes are not completely separable shown in Figure 2.4 by a lin-
ear hyperplane, the concept of soft margin (Veropoulos et al., 1999)
which allows some misclassification contrary to the hard margin ap-
proach adopted in linearly separable cases, can be used. This method
relaxes the constraints in equation (2.10) by introducing a slack variable
ξi, i = 1, . . . , n, which is proportion to some measure of misclassification
cost and indicates the distance of misclassified points from the optimal
hyperplane (Oommen et al., 2008). Thus the optimization problem de-
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scribed above modifies to
min
(1
2
‖ w ‖2 +C
n∑
i=1
ξi
)
(2.11)
subject to
yi(w
Txi + b) ≥ 1− ξi, ξi ≥ 0, ∀i (2.12)
where, C is the regularization parameter or the penalty parameter which
regularizes the balance between the two parallely acting criteria of mar-
gin maximization and error minimization in SVM. The larger is the value
of the penalty parameter, higher is the penalty it associates to the mis-
classified samples (Melgani and Bruzzone, 2004). And a linear separating
boundary can still be located between the classes as shown in Figure 2.4
(a) Partially separable data (b) Optimal hyperplane
Figure 2.3: Linear separating hyperplanes for partially separable classes using soft
margin concept .
The second type of inseparability is that of complete inseparability be-
tween the training samples and the approach adapted to resolve this
issue is that of mapping where a non-linear mapping function say Φ is
used to map the original training data classes into higher dimensional
feature space (Aizerman et al., 1964) where they can be linearly sepa-
rated. And linear optimal hyper-plane is then fitted between the classes
in the new higher dimensional transformed feature space as depicted in
Figure 2.5. An appropriately chosen transformed feature space of suf-
ficient dimensionality is found to be capable of discriminating between
the data classes (Kotsiantis et al., 2007) as shown in Figure 2.4. The
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linear optimal hyper-plane in the transformed space corresponds to the
non-linear one in the original feature space. The classification decision
function for non-linear SVM is defined as,
f(x) = sign
( sv∑
i
αiyiΦ(x).Φ(xi) + b
)
. (2.13)
Figure 2.4: Separating hyperplane for inseparable classes using higher dimensional
feture space.
where, Φ : Rp −→ H is the mapping function from p-dimensional in-
put space to the higher dimensional transformed feature space, αi are
the Langrage multipliers, and sv is the number of support vectors. The
magnitude of αi is determined by the penalty parameter C. The com-
putaional burden of (Φ(x) × Φ(xi)) for mapping input data x can be
quite expensive (Tso and Mather, 2009). As a solution, Vladimir and
Vapnik (1995) propose the computationally more efficient kernel func-
tion approach to map the input data into the transformed feature space.
A kernel function is denoted as K(x, y) such that K(x, y) = Φ(x)×Φ(y)
the decision function in equation (2.13) modifies to
f(x) = sign
( sv∑
i
αiyiK(x,xi}) + b
)
. (2.14)
Choice of the kernel function, used for transforming the feature space plays an
important role in determining the performance of the trained SVM as kernel
function determines the feature space in which the original data is mapped.
Unfortunately, there are no set rules for determining the appropriate kernel
function type for a given problem and they have to be determined heuristically
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or by rule of thumb (Genton (2002); Tso and Mather (2009)). However, once
the user gets success in selecting a legitimate kernel function type after trying a
range of potential settings and cross validating them, the associated parameters
can be optimally selected by using either the grid search (Chang and Lin, 2011)
or the gradient descent technique introduced in (Chapelle et al., 2002). There
are four major types of kernel functions used for training SVM classifiers, the
polynomial kernel function, the radial basis function (rbf) and the sigmoid
kernel function. Studies suggest that sigmoid kernel usually does not perform
ideally for classification problems. Whereas the performance of polynomial
kernels and the rbf kernel is found to be comparable with gaussian rbf kernel
usually being the preferable choice (Tso and Mather, 2009). Hence, in the
present study gaussian rbf has been used for training the SVM classifier and
its parameters are learned using the gradient search method. The gaussian rbf
kernel is defined as,
K(xi,xj) = exp
(− ‖ xi − xj ‖2 /2σ2). (2.15)
where, xi,xj are the feature vectors, σ is the so called free parameter which
along with the error penalty parameter C need to be fixed by the user.
The major advantages of SVM classifiers over others is their ability to mini-
mize the misclassification rates for unseen samples originating from fixed but
unknown probability distributions, structural risk minimization (SRM) con-
cept based training which always finds a global minimum (Tso and Mather,
2009), higher generalization capabilities as compared to ANNs and lesser ef-
forts required for training the model parameters (Joachims, 1998). Moreover,
during learning the number of support vectors selected by SVM to determine
the model is usually very small as shown in Figure 2.2 and hence, SVM based
classifiers are less affected by the scarcity of training data. This property
makes SVM well suited classification choice when the ratio of training data in-
stances to the number of features is very large as is encountered in microarray
datasets. In general, SVMs have been found to be performing better than the
traditional parametric approaches (Huang et al. (2002); Kavzoglu and Kolke-
sen (2009); Tso and Mather (2009); Otukei and Blaschke (2010); Khondoker
et al. (2013)) in terms of higher classification accuracies. But the extent of
success of SVMs in discriminating between the classes depends largely upon
how well they are trained in terms of the method used to generate SVM model,
choice of kernel parameters and the choice of parameters for the chosen kernel
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as well (Huang et al., 2002). Also, SVM based classifiers are supposed to be
sensitive to the outliers (Shao and S., 2012) and hence, a critical empirical
analysis of their performance for classifying skewed datasets as is attempted
in the present chapter will further help the practitioners in selecting the most
appropriate classifier for dealing with the skewed datasets.
2.3.3 Random forests (RFs)
Before formally describing the random forest classifiers, some underlying meth-
ods and concepts which collectively form an integral part in the development
of RFs are needed to be defined.
 Decision trees (DTs): Decision tree is a non-parametric classification
technique that performs classification using the hierarchical splitting ap-
proach where labeling of an unknown pattern is done using a sequence
of if-then decisions rules (Tso and Mather, 2009) and hence provides
more comprehensive understanding of the relationships between the in-
put data and the output labels as compared to the more complex ANNs.
The typical structure of a decision tree classifier is shown in Figure 2.5
(Strickland, 2015) which basically consists of a root node which contains
the whole of the input data, internal nodes or the leaf nodes at each of
which splitting of the data is performed depending upon the algorithm
used for growing the tree, and the terminal nodes which represent the
final outcome or the corresponding label of the input feature vector. The
decision tree shown in Figure 2.5 takes the petal width of a flower from
Fisher’s iris data (Fisher, 1936) as input to classify it as belonging to one
of the three species which are setosa, versicolor and virginica.
Classification and Regression trees (CARTs) are one of the most widely
and frequently used DTs in the classification field. CART builds a tree
by recursive binary partitioning of the input data into the nodes that are
increasingly more homogeneous with respect to the class variable (Cutler
et al., 2007a). At each classification step, selection is made for a node,
predictor feature and a cut-off using optimization which result in the most
homogeneous subgroup of the data as measured by Gini index (Breiman
et al., 1984). The splitting process is continued until all resulting sub
divisions are pure or until the further partitioning doesnt reduce the Gini
index. Such a tree is called a fully grown tree with terminal nodes as
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Figure 2.5: A simple decision tree for the classification of iris data.
the final sub-groups. CARTs are found to over fit the training datasets
and hence, pruning techniques such as cross validation are used to prune
the over fitted tree to an optimal one (Tso and Mather, 2009). Besides
being distribution free methods, decision trees are well adapted to deal
with heterogeneity and the noisy data, and also these are found to be
effective at choosing from large number of feature variables. Hence, DT
classifiers can be very efficient in the classification of microarray datasets
and hyperspectral image data. Despite all these advantages DTs perfor-
mance can be affected by small changes in the data (Prasad et al., 2006).
And to maintain the stability of the trees, advanced ensemble learning
techniques based on bagging have been proposed (Breiman, 1996a).
 Ensemble learning/ Boosting/Bagging: In the recent years ensemble learn-
ing that generates many classifiers and aggregate their results for making
final decisions has gained a lot of research interest. The ensemble learning
methods have been proven to always give better classification accuracies
theoretically as well as empirically than an individual classifier (Krogh
et al., 1995). These machine learning methods have successfully been
applied and are shown to give more accurate results as compared to the
single classifiers for various classification problems (Opitz and Maclin
(1999); Kosorok et al. (2007)). The ensemble of classifiers is generated
using re-sampling techniques. Bagging (Breiman, 1996a) and boosting
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(Schapire, 2003) are the two well-known re-sampling techniques that are
often used to generate the ensembles. In boosting, successive trees give
extra weights to points incorrectly predicted by earlier predictors and in
the end a weighted vote is taken for prediction. Bagging is a re-sampling
technique which works on the concept of aggregated bootstrap samples.
In bagging of decision trees, successive m independent fully grown trees
are generated using N bootstrap samples of the training dataset of size,
say N , each of the m fully grown trees without pruning cast a vote in
favour of one of the possible k classes and in the end a simple majority
vote decides the final prediction of the input feature vector. The basic
idea behind using bagging in classification trees is to avoid the situation
when the output error of a single classification tree could be due to the
specific choice of the training sample. And hence, if independent classi-
fication trees are grown without pruning with several similar bootstrap
samples generated from the original data, the output variance in the
error is reduced (Breiman, 1996a).
 Random forest (RF) classifiers: RF classifiers originally developed by
Breiman (2001) correspond to the relatively latest classification algo-
rithms which attracted wide scale interests of the researchers in a rel-
atively smaller duration since their development. Random forest algo-
rithms belong to the class of ensemble learning algorithms which have
been shown to be effectively useful in although not numerous due to its
most recent discovery but still in a considerable number of significant
researches. As its name suggests, an RF classifiers architecture is based
on the concept of generating a forest or an ensemble of a large number
of bagged classification trees which are grown on random subset of input
vectors and splitting nodes on a random subset of features (Prinzie and
den Poel, 2008). The main difference between the construction of trees
in RFs and in CARTs is that in CART each node is split using the best
split among all variables, while in a random forest, each node is split
using the best variable among a subset of predictors randomly chosen at
that node. This strategy increases the randomness in bagging the trees
and hence turns out to perform pretty well as compared to the other
advanced machine learning algorithms like ANNs and SVMs (Breiman,
2001). Figure 2.6 depicts the working of RF with a simple case of ensem-
ble learning using decision trees for a two classs problem. Here each of
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the three fully grown decision trees cast a vote in favour of one of the two
classes, and the final class prediction has been decided by a majority vote.
Figure 2.6: Working of a random forest.
Random Forests techniques have been successfully implemented in a num-
ber of researches across a varied range of fields but still the researches investi-
gating the robustness of RF classifiers for various types of simulated and real
datasets is still relatively very less as compared to other classifiers. Many stud-
ies, (Pal (2005); Chan and Paelinckx (2008); Waske and Braun (2009); Mart-
inuzzi et al. (2009); Ghimire et al. (2010); Lawrence et al. (2006); Latifi et al.
(2010)) have studied the robustness of RF classifiers for the land cover classifi-
cation of multispectral and hyperspectral satellite sensor imagery. In ecology,
Cutler et al. (2007a) justified the better performance of RF for classification of
invasive plant species, Liaw and Wiener (2002) tested the performance of RF
techniques for various benchmark datasets and found their performance to be
favourable comparable with that of SVM, (Prasad et al., 2006) found RF and
Bagged Tree (BT) classifiers as robust tools for predictive vegetation mapping
and suggested their inclusion in ecological toolboxes. Prinzie and den Poel
(2008); Gall et al. (2012); Kulkarni and Sinha (2013) and Kulkarni and Sinha
(2014) have employed RF techniques for varied application fields and lauded
these non-parametric classifiers for their efficient at par performance in terms
of improved classification accuracy with other ensemble techniques like bagging
and boosting as well as with ANN and SVM. The application field which has
explored the RF’s classification capabilities the most is that of gene selection
and microarray based cancer classification. Huang et al. (2005); Diaz-Uriarte
and de Andres (2006); Statnikov et al. (2008); Khondoker et al. (2013) and
Zakariah (2014) are a few of the publications which employed RF classifiers in
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microarray data classification.
The RF classifiers possess various attractive advantages over other classi-
fiers. They do not need extensive parameter training like SVM and ANN and
are required to be provided with only two parameter values i.e. the number
of trees to be grown and the number of predictors to be considered for best
split at each node. Moreover, the parameters do not need much fine-tuning
and often the default parameter values give desirable results. Out-of-bag sam-
ples (Breiman, 1996b) at each boostrapping step can be used to calculate an
unbiased error rate and variable importance which eliminates the need for a
separate test set for cross validation (Breiman, 2001). RF classifier performs
embedded feature selection and is found to be relatively insensitive to large
number of irrelevant features, and hence spares the user of some pre-processing
load of feature selection. Classification by random forest tehniques results in
very limited generalization error due to the construction of a large number
of trees and hence leaves no or very little scope for overfitting. Its random
predictor selection strategy diminishes correlation among the unpruned trees
and keeps the bias low (Prasad et al., 2006).
In contrast to all these appealing advantages, RFs do not have many disad-
vantages except that they unable the examination of individual trees separately
and are relatively slow as compared to SVMs and parametric MLC due to the
construction of a large number of trees. Apart from all the above discussed
advantages, RFs are found to be relatively more robust to outliers and to noise
and this characteristic of RF classifiers might prove to be beneficial for the clas-
sification of highly skewed datasets. Recognizing the caliber of RF classifiers in
efficiently classifying complex data types, the present work investigates their
robustness for classifying highly skewed datasets. Hence, the investigations
carried out in the present work are expected to contribute some more facts to
the field of application of RF classifiers.
2.3.4 Accuracy assessment
The quality of a classifier is judged by its predictive accuracy on unknown
samples or in terms of misclassification probabilities. There may be many
ways for calculating the predictive accuracy of a classifier and the choice of
the most appropriate classification assessment rule must be made on the basis
of some objective considerations suggested in Fielding and Bell (1997). The
simplest descriptive technique for error assessment is the calculation of overall
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misclassification rates. However, depending upon the objective of a classifi-
cation problem, one should give a thought to choosing the most efficient one
amongst other assessment measures like User’s / Producer’s accuracy, ROC
Curve, Kappa coefficient etc. (Richards and Richards, 2008). For example, in
case of imbalanced datasets or when the problem requires the consideration of
a cost matrix , calculations of User’s / Producer’s accuracy which takes into
account the effect of prevalence of the classes gives a more justified picture of
the actual misclassifications. The simulation study reported here is designed
with balanced datasets sans any cost constrained with an aim to compare the
overall misclassification proportions produced by the different classifiers. The
measures of overall misclassification rates are expected to provide acceptable
results in context of the present study and hence have been used for com-
paring the predictive accuracies of the classifiers. To assess the performances
of the various classifiers uesd in this study, the Apparent Error (APE) rate
which is calculated by taking the expectation of the total misclassification pro-
portions of training data over repeated samples as well as the Actual Error
(AE) rates which tend to be better estimates of misclassification probabilities
and are calulated by taking the expectation of misclassification proportions of
test data over repeatedly trained classifiers were obtained for all the simulated
datasets. Apart from overall misclassification rates, measures of chance agree-
ment were also calculated using Gwet’s AC1 statistic in order to assess the
reliability of the classifers.
2.4 Numerical Experiments and Results
2.4.1 Simulation and data generation
The main aim of this chapter is to study the robustness of various machine
learning algorithms for classifying skewed datasets. With a purpose to zero in
the optimal non-parametric machine learning algorithm in terms of the lesser
misclassification error rates for classification of skewed data, an extensive sim-
ulation study has been carried out in this section with a variety of simulation
settings generating moderately as well as highly skewed datasets. There may
be a number of factors or data characteristics, such as variability, training
data size, separability between the groups, feature set size etc., which can
affect a classifiers performance apart from the skewness of the data. Hence,
in the present study, the training as well as the test datasets are generated
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for diverse combinations of such data characteristics in order to study their
individual as well as interactive effects on the classifiers performance. For
simulating the skewed datasets for a varied range of skewness, we follow the
methodology that was used in Clarke et al. (1979). We generated training
datasets from multivariate normal populations with varied configurations for
various combinations of the factors that could have affected the classification
performances. The first population was simulated from standard multivariate
normal distribution while several configurations of the population parameters,
which are population mean and population variance-covariance matrix for a
multivariate normal population, were considered for simulating other multi-
varaite normal populations. The other parameters that were varied at each
step of the simulation in order to make the simulations more diverse are skew-
ness parameter (δ), dimensionality of data (p) and size of the training dataset
(n). We conducted simulations for bi-variate as well as ten-varite datasets in
the present study.
An account of the configurations of parameters which were considered for
simulations is given in Table 2.1. After simulating the multivariate normal
populations using the parameter values given in Table 2.1, the transforma-
tions in equation (2.16) were used to generate multivariate skewed data from
the simulated multivariate normal data. Each of the three classification algo-
rithms namely ANN, SVM and RF was trained using the simulated training
datasets. A separately generated skewed index sample of size 800 was classi-
fied by the trained classifier and the resulting misclassification error rates were
calculated. This process of training and validating a classifier was repeated
over 30 replications for training and index datasets simulated for each of the
parameter combinations given in Table 2.1 and the observed misclassification
error rates were averaged over all the replications to get an unbiased estimate
of the misclassification error rates. Apart from the actual error (AE) rates
which were calculated for the index sample, the apparent error (APE) rates
based on the misclassification probabilities of the training samples were also
calculated and compared. This computation was repeated for each of the 3
classifiers under investigation in this study and the results are summarized in
Table 2.5 and 2.6.
Apart from the parameter combinations that were inherited in the present
study from Clarke et al. (1979) for skewed data to make the results in the two
studies comparable, we extended our analysis by simulating severely skewed
data for δ = (0.5 and 0.9). If Xi ∼ Np (µ,Σ) then transformations for gener-
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ating multivariate skewed data Yi are given as
Yi = exp (Xi/δ) (2.16)
where, δ is used to generate a range of skewness throughout the simulations
for simulating multivariate skewed data. The Mardia’s multivariate coefficient
of skewness (Mardia (1970, 1974)), which gives a measure of the skewness of
multivariate data, was calculated for differently skewed index samples over a
range of δ and are tabulated in Tables 2.3 and 2.4.
The classification process was carried out in MATLAB using the Neural
Network toolbox (Matlab, 2013a) for ANN, svmclassify function for SVM for a
two class problem and TreeBagger function (Matlab, 2013b) for generating RF.
The ANN classifier was trained with back propagated multilayer perceptron
algorithm for different settings of the hidden layer sizes and was found to
be performing the best for a value of 15. The non-linear SVM classiifer was
trained with gaussian rbf kernel and the values of the parameters were fixed
using grid search method. The number of optimal trees for RF was determined
hueristically and it was fixed at 500 over all the simulations. To measure the
significance of the levels of agreements produced by the three classifiers, the
Gwet’s AC1 statistic (AC1) (Gwet, 2002) which is discussed in detail in next
chapter, was used. An average measure of the AC1 coefficient values over the
30 replications was calculated for each of the three classifiers.
Number of Variables p = (2, 10)
Mean Vector of second population µ2 =
(
a†, 0, . . . , 0
)
a = (0, 1, 2)
Covariance Matrix of second population Σ2 = σ
2I
σ2 = (1.5, 3, 8)
Skewness Parameter δ = (0.5, 0.9, 2, 5)
Size of Training sample from each class n = (25, 50, 100, 400, 6001000)
Table 2.1: Parameter combinations for simulations.
2.4.2 Real datasets used for comparison
We also evaluated and compared the performance of ANN, SVM and RF
classifiers for classifying positively skewed data on some benchmark real life
†a is the mean of the first variable of second population, which ensures the variation in
the separation between the two populations
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datasets. Two datasets have been chosen from the field of digital imaging
and two from the field of diagnosis. namely the LANDSAT dataset (Bache
and Lichman, 2013), the SPOT dataset (), the New Thyroid Dataset and the
Indian Liver Patient Database (ILPD) (Bache and Lichman, 2013) which have
previously been used in various studies. An account of them is given below.
1. Dataset 1:
The Landsat satellite data can be one of the many sources of informa-
tion that may be available for a scene. One frame of Landsat MSS
imagery consists of four digital images of the same scene in different
spectral bands. Two of these are in the visible region (correspond-
ing approximately to green and red regions of the visible spectrum)
and two are in the (near) infra-red. Each pixel is an 8-bit binary
word, with 0 corresponding to black and 255 to white. The spa-
tial resolution of a pixel is about 80m× 80m. Each image contains
(2340× 3380) such pixels. The Landsat database (Bache and Lich-
man, 2013) consists of 6435 instances on 6 landuse classes namely
the red soil, cotton crop, grey soil, damp grey soil with vegetation
stubble and very damp grey soil which are present in a (tiny) sub-
area of a scene captured by Landsat satellite. The scene consists of
(82×100) pixels. Each of the 6435 rows of the data corresponds to a
(3× 3) square neighbourhood of pixels completely contained within
the (82 × 100) sub-area and a number indicating the classification
label of the central pixel. Hence, we have used only the central pix-
els of each of the (3× 3) neighbourhood of pixels ignoring the other
pixels. It implies that each row contains the pixel values in the four
spectral bands (converted to ASCII) on 9 pixels. After considering
only the central pixels for classification the sizes of the training and
the test datasets reduce to 4435×4 and (2000×4) respectively where
rows correspond to each of the 6435 pixels and columns correspond
to their spectral in the four spectral bands. All the 6 classes in this
dataset were found to be significantly skewed with values of Mar-
dia’s multivariate coefficient of skewness at 2.52, 6.12, 2.12, 1.414, 4
and 2.046 respectively.
2. Dataset 2:
The SPOT dataset (Glasbey, 1988) is a (10000× 2) array of instances
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on 8 landuse categories. It contains spectral values of 100000 pixels
in two spectral bands. For this dataset, 50 random observations
from each of the 8 classes were placed into the test dataset and
the remaining were contained in the training dataset. In this way
the training dataset is a (400 × 2) array of 400 instances. Class
1, 4, 6 and 8 were found to be significantly positively skewed in the
training dataset with values of the Mardia’s multivariate coefficient
of skewness as 3.14, 3.03, 2.11 and 2.17 respectively.
3. Dataset 3:
The New Thyroid Dataset is a (215 × 5) data array containing the
measurements of 5 attributes (which are 5 Lab tests) on each of the
215 patients in order to predict a patient’s thyroid state as normal,
hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism. On the basis of the lab tests,
out of 215 instances in the dataset 150 of them were found to be
in the normal thyroid range, 35 in the hypothyroid and 30 in the
range of hyperthyroidism. All 3 of the classes in the dataset tested
positive for significant multivariate skewness with the coefficient of
multivariate skewness values 5.14, 6.69 and 11.753 respectively.
4. Dataset 4:
The ILPD is a (583×10) array containing a total of 583 patient records
on 10 attributes. Out of 583 cases, 416 are attributed to the liver
patient category and the remaining 167 to normal liver functioning
patients category. For this dataset too the multivariate skewness
coefficient for the two classes were found to be significant at values
543.38 and 97.96 respectively.
Dataset 1 has already been given with separate training and test dataset at
Bache and Lichman (2013) and dataset 2 contains sufficient number of instance
in each of the classes which can be easily divided into training as well as
test datasets separately. Hence, the actual error rates (AER) for these two
datasets were evaluated by training the classifier using the training dataset and
validating it with the separate test dataset. While the actual misclassification
error rates for datasets 3 and 4 were obtained using Lachenbruch’s leave one out
method (Lachenbruch, 1975) of cross-validation. An initial uni-variate plotting
of the four datasets hinted at the non-symmetric nature and the presence of
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positive skewness in the data. ANN, SVM and RF classifiers were used to
classify each of the four datasets independently and the APER, AER and
learning times of each of the three classifiers were calculated and are reported
in Table 2.6.
2.4.3 Results
2.4.3.1 Results on simulated data
An extensive simulation study was performed in this chapter with an objec-
tive to compare the classification performance in terms of misclassification
error rates of the now becoming popular non-parametric classifiers based on
ANN, SVM and Random forest techniques while handling positively skewed
datasets. The Actual error rates (AERs) of the simulated index samples and
the Apparent error rates (APERs) over the 30 replications of the simulated
training datasets for the three classifiers ANN, SVM and RF are tabulated in
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 for (δ = .5) and (δ = .9) respectively. And the plots of the
AER against the values of the various data characteristics are shown in Figures
2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. Plots in Figure 2.7 correspond to (δ = .5, p = 2) and depict
the effect of training sample size (n) on the actual error rates of the three clas-
sifiers. Plots in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 correspond to (δ = .5, p = (2, 10), n = 25)
and (δ = .5, p = (2, 10), n = 100) respectively and depicts the effect of the data
varaibility on the AERs of the three classifiers. Since the trends of the AERs
were found to be same for (δ = .5) and (δ = .9), hence the plots have been
shown only for (δ = .9). The tendency of the apparent error rates to underes-
timate the misclassification probabilities is clearly evident from the Tables 2.5
and 2.6. The average agreement measure in terms of AC1 coefficient values
for the index samples calculated over all the 30 replications are tabulated in
Table 2.3. Also the following findings were observed for various levels of the
data characteristics.
 Effect of delta: Tables 2.3 and 2.4 depict the tendency of δ and σ to pro-
duce variation in the skewness of datasets. The skewness in the datasets
increases as value of δ decreases from 5 to .5 and value of σ increases
from 1.5 to 8.
 Among the three classifiers the RF classifier was found to be the best
performer for all the simulated datasets which vary over a number of data
characteristics except for the data simulated with (a = 0, σ = 1.5) i.e.
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when the means of the two populations were same and the variability of
the second population (which affects the skewness of the data) was less
where SVM outperformed RF by a small margin. While the ANN classi-
fier’s performance was found to be worst in terms of the misclassification
error rates produced by the three classifiers.
 Effect of training sample size: Training sample size considerations were
found to be important as it is evident from Tables 2.5 and 2.6 that the
misclassification error rates depicted an inverse proportionality to the
training sample size for all the three classifiers under study. It can be
observed from the plots in Figure 2.6 that for RF classifiers the error rates
continuously decrease as the training sample sizes are increased from 25
to 50. SVMs depict same trends for moderately skewed datsets i.e. for
(σ = 1.5) but rather showcased the tendency of producing larger error
rates for larger sample sizes as the variability of the datasets increase with
σ. It can be observed from these plots that for all the three classifiers
the most considerable decrease in the error rates was observed as the
sample sizes are increased from 25 to 50 and a very small improvement
afterwards. Hence, we have plotted the error rates against other data
characteristics only for (n = 25) and (n = 100). Across all the variations
in sample sizes considered here, RF emerged as a clear winner in terms
of producing smaller misclassification error rates.
 Effect of Skewness: For lower ranges of skewness in datasets i.e. for
datasets generated with δ = (2 and 5), (results not shown here) SVM
and RF classifiers performance was found comparably similar but as the
value of δ drops below 1, i.e. for δ = (.5 and .9) the skewness of the
marginal distribution of second population increases, and hence the gap
between the misclassification probabilities obtained from the three classi-
fiers starts increasing. It can be seen from Table 2.5 that in all the above
discussed situations of severe positive skewness in the data, performance
of the RF classifier was fairly better than that of the SVM and ANN
classifiers. Also, as the levels of skewness were increased by increasing
the values on the diagonal of covariance matrix of second population,
RF outplayed the other two classifiers with a clean majority. Also all
the classifiers showed the obvious trends of improved performance with
the increase in the distance between the classes which was varied be-
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tween the two populations in the simulated datasets with the value of a†.
Apart from the comparartive performance, indvidually all the three clas-
sifers depicted a tendency of deteriorating performance at higher levels
of skewness i.e for larger δ.
 Chance agreement measures: The values of average Gwet’s AC1 coef-
ficients for RF reported in Table 2.7 were observed to be lying in the
range (0.5, 0.7) implying fair to moderate levels of agreement with AC1
measure improving over the separabiltiy between the two classes. For
RF classifiers the average values of the AC1 measure lied in the range
(.5, .8) which reports a fair to good level of agreement. The AC1 measure
for RF classifiers improved with the increasing separability between the
two classes as well as with the increased skewness of the datasets. The
level of agreement for ANN classifiers was not found to be improving at
all with a constant value of average AC1 measure at .5.
 Effect of dimensionality: On an average the performance of SVM and
ANN classifiers was found to be deteriorating when the number of fea-
tutres in the datasets was increased from 2 to 10. Only the RF classifier
stood the test of dimensionality and its performance was found to be
improved for the increased dimensionality of the datasets.
 The comaparatively poor performance of SVM relative to the RF classi-
fier in the present study might be accounted to the sensitivity of SVM
classifier to the presence of outliers in data (Shao and S., 2012) or to the
possible discrepancy in learning the parameters efficiently, despite all ef-
forts. And any adjustments in the parameters, using other parameter
selection methods might lead to a different set of results. This observa-
tion itself reports the dire need of proper training of an SVM classifier,
which might not be possible for a non-expert user.
 The extremely good performance of RF classifier may be accounted to
the ability of RF’s in handling highly skewed variables and the outliers
efficiently (Shi and Horvath, 2012).
It was observed from the results of the simulation study that the RF clas-
sifier performed fairly better than the classifiers based on SVM and ANN for
†a is the mean of the first variable of second population, which ensures the variation in
the separation between the two populations
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heavily skewed simulated data (i.e. for δ = (.5 and.9)) over all the other data
characteristics that were considered in this study. Although RF classifier per-
formed comparably well for the skewed datasets for all the combinations of the
different levels of various data characteristics but its tendency of overfitting
the training data and the very large amount of computational time, it takes
as compared to the MLC, makes it a not so attractive and feasible option for
classification of very large datasets.
2.4.3.2 Results on real datasets
Athough the real datasets considered in the present study were found signifi-
cantly skewed by Mardia’s test for some of the classes but none of the classes in
any of the dataset was found to be highly skewed which is the main assumption
in this study. Still all the four datasets were classified using ANN (MLP-BP),
SVM (with gaussian rbf kernel) and RF classification algorithm and the mis-
classification errors for them are reported in Table 2.2. The AERs for dataset
1 and dataset 2 were calculated using a separate index sample while for dataset
3 and 4 leave-one-out cross-validation errors were calculated due to the limited
number of observations present in these two datasets. The values reported in
the brackets with the AER denote the optimal parameter values which were
used for training each of the three classifiers. For ANN the parameter is the
size of the hidden layer, for SVM its the kernel parameter and for RF it is the
number of trees used for generating the forest. The following conclusions can
be drawn from the results obtained.
 For dataset 1, all the three classifiers performed comparably well.
 ANN and RF performed quite fairly for all the datasets except the dataset
2 which is the SPOT data. The huge class imbalance in SPOT data is a
reason for the poor performance of the two classifiers.
 SVM reported maximum classification errors among the three classifiers
for all the datasets except the SPOT dataset which exhibits the problem
of class imbalance. This observation suggests that among RF, ANN and
SVM classifiers, SVM classifier is least affected by the class imbalance of
the dataset. The poor performance of SVM on real datasets might be at-
tributed to the inability of SVM to transform non-linearclass boundaries
in the original space to the linear ones in a higher dimensional space or
to the possible discrepancy in learning the parameters ef
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ciently, despite all efforts. This observation itself reports the dire need
of proper training of an SVM classifier, which might not be possible for
a non-expert user.
ANN SVM RF
APE AE APE AER APE AE
Dataset 1 12.41 13.81 (15) 6.95 16.40 (1) 4.13 16.35 (100)
Dataset 2 55 56.08 (15) 32.47 39.90 (2) 23.25 69.86 (50)
Dataset 3 .10 .47 (15) 3.23 9.77 (2) 0 4.65 (50)
Dataset 4 25.77 29.91 (15) 29.71 37.82 (1) 0 29.02 (100)
Table 2.2: Apparaent error rate (APER) and Actual error rate (AER) of ANN, SVM
and RF with their respective training parameter values for the real datasets.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter focussed on the need of specialized treatment of highly skewed
datasets. An attempt was made using the simulated datasets to select the
most robust non-parametric alternative to the maximum likelihood classifier
from a group of three most advanced non-parametric classification algorithms
which are support vector machines, artificial neural networks and the random
forest for classifying positively skewed datasets. Results of the investigations
carried out on simulated data provide empirical evidences that the random
forest algorithm is highly robust even to the very large levels of positive skew-
ness in the datasets. In the light of other advantages discussed in this chapter
such as lesser learning effort, that random forest classifiers enjoy over its coun-
terparts support vector machines and artificial neural network classifiers, we
conclude that random forest classifiers should be preferred over the SVM and
ANN while dealing with severely positively skewed data. However, for moder-
ate levels of skewness one can also choose computationally much faster SVM
classifier as it was found to be performing comparably well. Moreover, on the
basis of the empirical results obtained in this study we keep ANN classifiers
at bottom in the list of feasible non-parametric options for classifying highly
skewed datasets on account of their poor performance.
Need of considerable learning efforts for training, sensitivity to the outliers
and complex computations are some issues of the non-parametric machine al-
gorithms that limit their performance while classifying highly skewed datasets
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and hence require considerable attention of the researchers. In order to ad-
dress these issues, next chapter explores the potential of parametric classifiers
for efficient handling of highly skewed datasets.
δ = .5 δ = .9
Sk Sk
σ2 a Pop.1 Pop. 2 Pop.1 Pop. 2
1.5
0 155.4415 478.93 45.59 158.96
1 155.2869 288.42 30.5929 64.5322
2 191.03 400.11 41.39 134.57
3
0 118.68 607.63 32.84 333.09
1 162.19 453.63 39.63 217.64
2 72.83 540.11 17.49 217.38
8
0 181.87 516.40 34.93 464.84
1 430.45 666.76 121.07 430.83
2 141.15 707.89 42.68 529.44
Table 2.3: Classwise Mardia’s multivariate coefficient of skewness (Sk) for simulated
bivariate index samples .
δ = .5 δ = .9
Sk Sk
σ2 a Pop.1 Pop. 2 Pop.1 Pop. 2
1.5
0 1150.99 1144.94 501.94 334.33
1 1596.44 1450.10 355.19 525.89
2 1207.59 1456.29 269.96 408.83
3
0 925.04 2213.18 239.63 1405.56
1 842.27 1976.96 194.23 970.24
2 832.38 2377.19 188.04 1553.15
8
0 1566.87 2157.29 533.11 1444.29
1 1086.42 3044.94 249.96 2286.89
2 1260.11 2462.62 343.73 1699.16
Table 2.4: Classwise Mardia’s multivariate coefficient of skewness (Sk) for simulated
ten variate index samples .
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 2 (c) p = 2
(d) p = 2 (e) p = 2 (f) p = 2
(g) p = 2 (h) p = 2 (i) p = 2
Figure 2.7: Plots of expected actual error rates of SVM, RF and ANN over simulated
index sample for δ = .5 depicting the effect of training sample size on error rates .
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 10
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 10
(e) p = 2 (f) p = 10
Figure 2.8: Plots of expected actual error rates of SVM, RF and ANN over simulated
index sample for n = 25 , p = (2, 10) and δ = .5 depicting the effect of variability
on error rates.
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 10
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 10
(e) p = 2 (f) p = 10
Figure 2.9: Plots of expected actual error rates of SVM, RF and ANN over simulated
index sample for n = 100 , p = (2, 10) and δ = .5 depicting the effect of data skewness
on error rates.
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p = 2 δ = .5
a σ2 D.F.
Skewed vs Skewed
Sample Size
25 50 100 400 600 1000
0
1.5
ANN .50 .51 .51 .52 .52 .52
SVM 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54
RF .50 .51 .52 .52 .52 .52
1 ANN .55 .57 .58 .58 .58 .57
SVM 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.62
RF .62 .62 .62 .62 .64 .64
2 ANN .60 .59 .59 .62 .60 .61
SVM 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.65
RF .77 .78 .77 .78 .78 .78
0
3
ANN .51 .52 .54 .54 .53 .52
SVM 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.57
RF .61 .61 .63 .64 .64 .63
1 ANN .55 .57 .54 .55 .55 .56
SVM 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.68
RF .65 .66 .67 .67 .67 .67
2 ANN .57 .58 .57 .56 .58 .56
SVM 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.73 0.75 0.73
RF .76 .76 .77 .78 .79 .79
0
8
ANN .52 .53 .52 .51 .51 .50
SVM 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.63 0.64 0.60
RF .75 .78 .78 .79 .79 .79
1 ANN .56 .54 .53 .51 .51 .50
SVM 0.68 0.71 0.69 0.65 0.63 0.61
RF .76 .79 .79 .80 .81 .80
2 ANN .53 .53 .52 .51 .51 .50
SVM 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.67 0.62 0.58
RF .78 .80 .80 .82 .82 .82
Table 2.7: Average AC1 statistic of ANN, SVM and RF for simulated skewed data
with (p = 2, δ = .5) .

3New Discrminant Function and
Methodology for Classification
of Highly Skewed Data
3.1 Introduction
The distribution-free approach of the three most popular and the most ad-
vanced non-parametric machine learning classification algorithms discussed in
Chapter 2 prompted us to critically examine their performance for highly
skewed data. The findings suggested that only the ensemble methods based
Random forest technique may prove to be robust in accurate and efficient clas-
sification of severely skewed datasets. In the present chapter, we take note
of the fact that despite of their distribution free approach, these advanced
machine learning algorithms lag behind the parametric maximum likelihood
classifier (MLC) in terms of wide scale adaptation among practitioners and
their frequent application to the classification problems in real life. Hence,
in the remaining part of this section i.e. Section 3.1 of this chapter we first
highlight the grave concerns that limit the wide scale use of artificial neural
networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVMs) and the random forests
(RFs) classifiers in the classification field across varied disciplines. And then
give an account of the strengths of the MLC which make it the most preferred
and the most readily used classification technique among the practitioners and
the data analysts. Noticing the lack of any specific study measuring the effect
of severe data skewness on the performance of the MLC, we try to fill this gap
by attempting the same in the present chapter and lastly propose a new dis-
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criminant function and the methodology based on it for efficient classification
of severely skewed datasets in Section 3.3. A numerical illustration justifying
the proposed discriminant function based methodology is illustrated in Section
3.4 and Section 3.5 discusses the concluding remarks.
3.1.1 Limitations of non-parametric classifiers
In the last chapter, we elaborated the relative advantages of the machine learn-
ing algorithms ANN, SVM and RF over the classical MLC with a brief overview
of their limitations. In the following paragraphs we discuss in detail some of
the major limitations of these classification algorithms that ultimately led us
to revive the theoretically robust MLC with some modifications for skewed
data.
The ANN is often referred to as a black box technique (Qiu and Jensen,
2004) due to the complex nature of the underlying architectures and the out-
puts of the network which unable its user to accurately understand the pro-
cesses that translate input features to output classes (Szuster et al., 2011).
The most challenging limitation of an ANN is that their performance is highly
dependent on how well they are trained by the user in terms of the selection
of proper architecture for designing the network and learning its parameters
optimally. Moreover, the generalization capability of ANN for unseen datasets
is limited by training size considerations, number of nodes and the number
of hidden layers used and the amount of time taken for training the network
(Atkinson and Tatnall, 1997). For example, designing a small network with an
insufficient number of nodes can lead to a poor approximation and generaliza-
tion by the network. Whereas on the contrary a large network with excessive
number of nodes might learn specific properties of the training data thereby
making the search for global optimum more difficult and hence, may result in
overfitting of the training data (Camargo and Yoneyama, 2001). Apart from
these, the relatively larger training times and larger feature sets are other
factors that limit the performance of neural networks. Despite certain guide-
lines suggested in some significant works like, Wilkinson et al. (1995); Garson
(1998); Kon and Plaskota (2000) and Kavzogˆlu (2001) to optimally set a net-
works parameters, learning a networks parameters optimally remains a tough
task to accomplish for a non-expert user.
Similar to the neural networks, the major setback concerning the efficient
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application of SVM classifiers is the complete dependence of their performance
on the appropriate learning of the parameters involved which include the kernel
functions and their respective parameters. Additionally, from a practical point
of view, the high algorithmic complexity and extensive memory requirements
of the required quadratic programming in large-scale tasks are the more serious
problems of an SVM classifier. And hence, from a non-experts point of view,
the underlying theory of SVM may be a bit intimidating. Also, SVM works
optimally in a binary class problem and its performance is affected to large in
multiclass scenario by unbalanced classes under one-against-all strategy (Pal,
2008) and the huge memory requirements of one-against-one strategies (Hsu
and Lin, 2002). Sensitivity to heterogeneous data and to outliers are other
factors that deteriorate the performance of SVMs.
Although random forest classifiers do not need much user level expertise
in order to be trained, but they do take up a lot of time as multiple trees
are grown to generate a forest and usually underestimate the misclassification
errors of the training datasets which is also evident from the results obtained
in previous chapter. The results generated by RFs are easy to interpret as
compared to those of ANN but they too act as black box techniques as they do
not allow an insight in to examining each individual tree separately.
3.1.2 Motivation, objective and scope of the study
Having discussed limitations of the non-parametric alternatives to MLC and
after examining the performances of the most advanced algorithms among the
class of non-parametric classifiers for dealing with specific non-normalities in
datasets, we reach to the conclusion that these machine learning algorithms
can not be the de facto choice for handling severely skewed datasets especially
for a non-expert user. Also it is evident from vast literatutre of classification
methods that no single machine learning algorithm can cater to all types of
classification problems and in the absence of any particular guidelines for se-
lecting the best classifier for a specific study, the need is to look out for that
algorithm which can fairly work with a larger number of datasets without com-
promising, significantly, with the classification accuracy (Lu and Weng (2007);
Khondoker et al. (2013)). Each and every classification algorithm has its own
strengths and limitations. The performance of traditional discriminant analy-
sis techniques under non-optimal conditions had been a topic of debate since
long . But in spite of all these years of extensive research and development of
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some pretty good and advanced alternative methods of classification, the tra-
ditional discriminant analysis techniques continue to be the most frequently
used method of classification (Jensen (2005); Thenkabail (2015)) since when
these were first used by Fisher to differentiate between the three species of Iris
flower (Fisher, 1936). These discriminant functions are widely known as Lin-
ear discriminant function (LDF) and Quadratic discriminant function (QDF).
The associated assumptions are of common covariance for LDF and of nor-
mality of underlying populations with different covariance matrices for QDF.
MLC based on linear discriminant function (LDF) and quadratic discriminant
function (QDF) have their own benefits in contrast to the machine learning
methods. The underlying statistical concepts of these discrminant functions
are relatively much simpler and do not need user level expertize for their for-
mulation. The nature of the computations involved is far from complex which
provides a clear insight in to the working of these discrminant functions and
aids easy interpretation of the classification results. Robust underlying statis-
tical theory, efficient performance for higher dimensional datasets, multi-class
as well as very large datasets, faster computations and their inclusion in almost
all the image processing softwares are other reasons for which MLC continue
to enjoy acceptance amongst the researchers and analysts across varied re-
search fields. Also none of the non-parametric classifiers take into account
the parametric information, if available any, about the underlying datasets.
This consideration may prove to be highly significant in improving a classi-
fier’s performance as when the underlying populations or classes are closed to
the assumed parametric distributions, the maximum likleihood classifiers are
proven to perform best (Chaudhuri et al. (2009); Fukunaga (2013)) among all
the classifiers. Having said that, we discourage the increasing practice of com-
pletely overlooking the claiber of these parametric classifiers and hence feel the
need to explore the modifications of these discriminant functions for dealing
with non-normal data.
The objective of the study in this chapter is to review the previous attempts
taken by the researchers to examine the performance of the theoretically ro-
bust maximum likelihood classifiers on severely skewed datasets and to suggest
a new discriminant function as well as a new methodology which exploits the
full calibre of these robust parametric classifiers without compromising with
the classification accuracies under non-optimal situations of severe skewness
of the datasets. Moreover, as was emphasized in the previous chapter, inspite
of a large number of researches produced which compare the performances
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of various classifiers with that of MLC on particular but vastly varied real
datasets, there are a few exceptions based on simulated data which particu-
larly investigate the performance of MLC on skewed datsets. And since the
better performance of any particular classifier on one or a few instances cannot
guarantee the same for all the other datasets, hence simulation studies may
be a better alternative for objectively and feasibly investigating the perfor-
mance of classification algorithms (Yousefi et al., 2011a). Hence, we aim at
illustrating the performance of the traditional MLC and the proposed discr-
minant function on skewed datasets using extensively simulated datasets as
well as some real datasets. The results obtained in this work are based on
simulated datasets, therefore they do not specifically cater to the classification
issues of any particular discipline and can be referred to in general for any type
of classification problem.
3.2 Background
The use of MLC, even if it is for comparison of classification performance,
in almost all the research publications on machine learning algorithms from
varied disciplines is itself an evidence of the extent of popularity of it among
the researchers. Among a large number of performance measuring studies on
MLC there are only a few based on simulated datasets and even fewer on
skewed simulated datasets. Instead the performance of the traditional LDF
and QDF to non-normal data has been widely examined in the existing litera-
ture of comparative studies based on real datasets. Some landmark works that
contributed significant investigations measuring the effect of skewness on the
LDF and QDF empirically as well as graphically have been discussed in this
section. Robustness of LDF and QDF to certain types of non-normality, specif-
ically for lognormal, logit normal and hyperbolic sine normal distributions was
investigated in Lachenbruch et al. (1973) and the robustness of the QDF to
lognormally distributed data was established using simulation techniques ex-
cept when the data is highly skewed in Clarke et al. (1979). Misclassification
probabilities were plotted as functions of mean and prior probabilities to advo-
cate the use of appropriate transformations to normality while discriminating
lognormal data in Beauchamp et al. (1980). An extensive simulation study
was conducted on lognormal data to compare the performances of LDF with
other methods for classifying lognormal data and logistic function approach
was found to be superior to others in Baron (1991). A simulation study was
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designed so as to generate realistic gene expression data and also non normal
data from Poisson distribution in (Khondoker et al., 2013) and the bound-
aries, in terms of various factors such as feature to training data ratio, that
limit the performance of several parametric and non-parametric classifiers were
also reported. A separate discriminant function referred to as skew normal
discriminant function (SDF) was suggested in Azzalini and Capitanio (1999)
for classifying skewed data but the study was restricted to comparing LDF
with SDF for classifying equi-variant bivariate populations. This approach
was further extended for multiclass data in Zadkarami and Rowhani (2010).
Lachenbruch (1975); Johnson et al. (1979); Dillon (1979); McLachlan (2004)
and Seber (2009) are some other initial works that contributed significantly to
the study of robustness of MLC to non-normal data and concluded that LDF
and QDF are sensitive to deviations from normality.
All these above mentioned works took their attempts on robustness stud-
ies of LDF and QDF using simulated skewed data with a specific range of
skewness that did not seriously affect the performance of QDF (or, LDF). In
the subsequent sections we have investigated the comparative performances of
LDF, QDF and the suggested lognormal discriminant function (LNDF) based
classifier on severely skewed data.
3.3 Maximum Likelihood Classifier and the Sug-
gested Methodology
In this section, we define briefly the classical maximum likelihood classifier, the
proposed lognormal discriminant function (LNDF), a new algorithm based on
the LNDF and some other methods needed for the application of the proposed
algorithm.
3.3.1 Maximum likelihood classifier
Maximum likelihood classifier is a supervised statistical approach to pattern
recognition or classification which is based on the Bayesian classification the-
ory. As the name suggests this classifier allocates an observation to the class
with the maximum liklelihood. In other words, MLC calculates the posterior
probalibility of an observation belonging to all the predefined set of classes
and accordingly allocates it to the one for which it has the highest value of the
posterior probability.
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If Π1,Π2,. . . Πm are the m populations or information classes and a (p × 1)
vector x denotes an observation, then the Bayes classifier or MLC allocates
the observation x to the kth information class if
P (Πk|x) > P (Πi|x) ∀ i, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, i 6= k (3.1)
where, P (Πi|x) is the class conditional probability that the observation vector
x comes from the class Πi given that x was observed and is obtained using the
Bayes probability theorem as
P (Πi|x) = P (x|Πi).p(Πi)
p(x)
(3.2)
where, p(Πi) is the prior probability of the i
th information class, P (x|Πi) is the
probability of finding an observation from class Πi and
p(x) =
m∑
i=1
P (x|Πi).p(Πi) (3.3)
is the probability of occurence of an observation which remains uniform over
all observations and hence, can be ignored for classification so that the classi-
fication criterion in equation (3.1) reduces to
P (x|Πk).p(Πk) > P (x|Πi).p(Πi) ∀ i, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, i 6= k (3.4)
or, equivalently
lnP (x|Πk).p(Πk) > lnP (x|Πi).p(Πi) ∀ i, k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, i 6= k
(3.5)
where, lnP (x|Πi).p(Πi) is generally referred to as discriminant function.
The conditional probabilities P (x|Πi) in equation (3.5) can represent any
known statistical probability distribution function. But in the most general
setting of a MLC which is incorporated in all image analysis softwares and
is used mostly for practical application, these are assumed to be following
multivariate gaussian distributions due to obvious reasons of mathematical
convenience and reasonably high efficiencies produced by them across a wide
variety of population models (Johnson and Wichern, 2007). Hence, with the
assumption of gaussian populations these probabilities can be expressed as
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P (x|Πi) = 1
(2pi)p/2| Σi |1/2
exp
[
− 1
2
(x− µi)′Σi−1 (x− µi)
]
(3.6)
with µi and Σi as the mean and variance-covariance matrix respectively of the
ith population. Consequently the maximum liklelihood decision rule in equa-
tion (3.5) becomes
x ∈ Πk, if
lnP (x|Πk).p(Πk) = ln p(Πk)− p
2
− 1
2
ln | Σk | −1
2
(x− µk)′Σk−1 (x− µk)
= max
i
lnP (x|Πi).p(Πi). (3.7)
After ignoring constants, we get
di(x) = ln p(Πi)− 1
2
ln | Σi | −1
2
(x− µi)′Σi−1 (x− µi) (3.8)
where, di(x) is the so-called population discriminant function for the i
th
population. In most practical situations, the population parameters µi and
Σi are not known and hence, are replaced by their maximum likelihood es-
timates and the above population discrminant score modifies to the sample
discriminant score,
di (x) = ln p(Πi)− 1
2
ln | Si | − 1
2
(x− x¯i)′ S−1i (x− x¯i) . (3.9)
Having defined sample discriminant function, now we can formally define two
most common discriminant functions, i.e. the QDF and the LDF which are
used for allocating an observation into one of the many possible classes in a
maximum likelihood classifiers.
3.3.1.1 Quadratic discriminant function
If Π1,Π2,. . . Πm are the m populations assumed to be coming from p-variate
gaussian distributionNp(µ1,Σ1), Np(µ2,Σ2),. . .,Np(µm,Σm) respectively, Tr =
{Xij, i = 1, 2, . . .m, j = 1, 2, . . . ni} is the training dataset where, Xij denotes
the p- variate jth observation from the ith population, then the discrminant
function in equation (3.9) is referred to as the quadratic discriminant function
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and allocates observation x of p measured features to the population which
has the largest sample quadratic discriminant score di given as
di (x) = −1
2
ln | Si | − 1
2
(x− x¯i)′ S−1i (x− x¯i) + ln pi. (3.10)
Where, pi is the prior probability that an observation belongs to the i
th pop-
ulation, x¯i =
1
ni
∑ni
j=1Xij and Si =
1
ni−1
∑ni
j=1 (Xij − x¯i) (Xij − x¯i)′ are the
maximum likelihood estimates of mean vector (µi) and the variance-covariance
matrix (Σi) respectively of the i
th population estimated from a random train-
ing sample of size ni.
3.3.1.2 Linear discriminant function (LDF)
If all the m gaussian populations Π1,Π2,. . . Πm are homogeneous with respect
to their variance-covariance matrices, such that Σ1 = Σ2 = . . . = Σm = Σ
then the discriminant function in equation (3.9) is referred to as the linear
discriminant function (LDF) and assigns the observation x to the population
which maximizes the linear discriminant score di given as
di (x) = −1
2
ln | S | − 1
2
(x− x¯i)′ S−1 (x− x¯i) + ln pi (3.11)
where, S = 1∑k
i=1 ni−k
(∑k
i=1 (ni − 1)Si
)
is the pooled unbiased estimate of
population variance covariance matrix Σ .
The linear discriminant function in equation (3.11) turns out to be of the same
form as that of Fisher’s linear discriminant function. Fisher used a distribution-
free approach based on taking linear combinations of x to reach at equation
(3.11) and hence, LDF can be used without assuming gaussian distribution for
the underlying populations. However, LDF is found to be asymptotically op-
timal in terms of producing minimum misclassification probabilities when the
underlying populations are normal with equal covariance matrices (Rencher,
2003).
It should be noted here that for using QDFs based on Si, the sample sizes ni
must be greater than the number of features (p) as well as should be large
enough in order to obtain stable estimates of the population parameters. LDF
however does not impose any such restrictions on the sample sizes as it requires
the estimation of lesser number of parameters. The prior probabilities, pi of
the populations if unknown, are assumed to be uniform over all populations
generally. However, a suitable modelling of p′is as weighted priors (Strahler
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(1980); Mather (2004)) or as smoothness priors (Magnussen et al. (2004); Tso
and Olsen (2005)) can aid in improving the performance of a MLC while clas-
sifying digital images.
3.3.2 Suggested methodology
A software based automatic classification procedure uses discriminant func-
tions while testing the underlying populations for normality and using suit-
able transformations, if populations are found to be non-normal, are left to be
employed manually by the user or analyst. The choice of a normality test and
of a normality transform requires some degree of statistical knowledge which,
the analyst, may not be equipped with, for instance, a biologist analyzing a
microarray data, a meteorologist analyzing a digital image etc. Therefore, a
mechanism addressing skewness in data is needed to be incorporated in the dis-
criminant analysis procedure in a software package, thereby avoiding manual
intervention for choosing an appropriate transformation. Hence, a discrimi-
nant function based on multivariate lognormal distribution is proposed here,
to analyze skewed data. It can easily be implemented in a machine based
automatic classification mechanism.
3.3.2.1 Lognormal discriminant function (LNDF)
The lognormal distribution is flexible enough to take on quite different shapes
for different values of the parameters in the simple basic distribution formula
which makes it capable of describing many forms of experimental data which
are asymmetrically distributed. The use of the distribution in such cases of
skewness, particularly of severe skewness will give more meaningful results than
the common assumption of a normal distribution, and it is recommended that
asymmetrically distributed data should always first be tested to see whether
they conform to the lognormal distribution (Aitchison and Brown (1963); Gale
(1967); Crow and Shimizu (1988)). Thus, when the data is found to be skewed
in nature then instead of assuming the underlying populations as multivari-
ate normal, the proposed discriminant function LNDF assumes them to be
following multivariate lognormal distribution i.e. Πi ∼ LNp (µi,Σi) . Now
using Bayes rule, LNDF allocates the observation x to the population which
has the largest posterior probability P (Πi | x) , i.e. x is allocated to the kth
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population if
ln pkgk (x) ≥ ln pigi (x) ∀ i, k = 1, 2, . . .m, i 6= k. (3.12)
Where, gi (x) is the density function of the i
th population, the form of which
is given as under
gi (x) =
1
(2pi)p/2| Σi |1/2x1.x2 . . . xp
exp{− (ln x− µi)′Σ−1 (ln x− µi) /2}.
(3.13)
When µi and Σi are unknown, the density function is estimated as
gˆi (x) =
1
(2pi)p/2| Si |1/2x1.x2. . . . xp
exp{− (ln x− x¯i)′ Si−1 (ln x− x¯i) /2}
(3.14)
where, x¯i =
1
ni
∑ni
j=1 lnXij and Si =
1
ni−1
∑ni
j=1 (lnXij − x¯i) (lnXij − x¯i)′ are
the maximum likelihood estimates of µi and Σi respectively. Replacing gˆi (x)
from equation(3.14) in inequality(3.12), the decision rule reduces to maximiz-
ing the discriminant score,
di (x) = −1
2
ln | Si | − 1
2
(ln x− x¯i)′ Si−1 (ln x− x¯i) + ln pi. (3.15)
When Π′is are homogeneous with respect to their variance-covariance matrices
Σi, the discriminant score modifies to
di (x) = −1
2
ln | S | − 1
2
(ln x− x¯i)′ S−1 (ln x− x¯i) + ln pi (3.16)
where, S = 1∑m
i=1(ni−k) (
∑m
i (ni − 1)Si) is the pooled sample variance covari-
ance estimate.
Testing of normality of multivariate data is a crucial task in classification prob-
lems if one prefers to use MLC for classification and many authors have empha-
sized on the need to perform tests of multinormality before applying parametric
maximum likelihood classification procedure(McLachlan, 2004). However, in
practice that rarely happens, often due to the lack of user’s expertize on the
subject and the user often ends up employing the default methods for the clas-
sification task. It should be noted here, that MLC in most of the software
packages (statistical or non-statistical), including MATLAB uses the LDF as
the default discriminating criterion for discrimination between several popu-
lations for all types of data, i.e. normal or non-normal. Keeping in mind the
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need to treat skewed data differently and to make normality testing an integral
part of the MLC mechanism, we have suggested an algorithm here, elaborated
in Figure 2.1, to treat positively skewed data more efficiently. This algorithm
instead of using LDF (or, QDF) as black box techniques for any data, first tests
each class of the data in question for skewness using Mardia’s test (Mardia,
1970, 1974, 1980) and then accordingly decides to use LDF (or, QDF) or the
suggested LNDF and hence, results in better and more accurate classification
outcomes. The discussed algorithm was generated with MATLAB codes.
Start
Input Data
Data skewed†? Use LDF or QDF
Use LNDF Compute error rates
Stop
No
Yes
Figure 3.1: Suggested automated classification mechanism.
3.3.3 Mardia’s test
The software based automated classification mechanism suggested in Section
3.3.2 requires the data to be tested for multivariate normality in terms of skew-
ness. Moreover, testing for departures from multinormality aids in making
practically wiser choices between competing methods of classification. There
are many tests in the multivariate literature devoted to this task. A fair review
of some of the most significant tests can be found in Srivastava (2002); Mecklin
†Positively Skewed
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and Mundfrom (2004) and Hanusz and Tarasin´ska (2014). Unfortunately there
is no single uniformly most powerful test of multinormality in the literature.
However, the best known and the most widely used of them is the Mardia’s test
based on the measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis which allows to
test the hypothesis that conforms with the assumption of multinormality. The
multivariate measure of skewness and kurtosis have been defined as natural
extensions of univariate measures suggested in Mardia (1970). As we particu-
larly target the non-normality due to skewness of datasets in the present study,
Mardia’s test based on measures of skewness only have been employed here.
If X1,X2, . . . ,Xn is a random sample of size n from a p-variate distribution
with sample mean vector x¯ and sample variance-covariance matrix S, then
Mardia’s p-variate skewness coefficient is defined as
b1p =
∑
i
∑
j
[(
Xi − X¯
)′
S−1
(
Xj − X¯
)]3
. (3.17)
where, Mardia’s multivariate coefficient of skewness, b1p is clearly expressed as
the function of standardized third moment.
The Mardia test based on b1p rejects the hypothesis of insignificant skewness
for large values of the test statistic,
A = n ∗ b1p/6, (3.18)
where, A has asymptotic chi-square distribution with p (p+ 1) (p+ 2) /6 de-
grees of freedom under normality of X1,X2, . . . ,Xn.
3.3.4 Accuracy assessment
It is very obvious that any classification method results in some misclassifica-
tions and a measure of the probabilities of these misclassification in the form
of error rates of classifiers play a vital role in assessing the performance of
a discriminant function in future samples (Johnson and Wichern, 2007). An
optimal classifier is the one which results in fewer misclassifications or the one
which minimizes the total probability of misclassification (TPM) associated
with a discriminant function, given as
TPM =
m∑
i=1
pi
∫
Rj
fi(x)dx ∀ j = 1, 2, . . .m, i 6= j (3.19)
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where, pi is the prior probability of the ith class, fi(x) is the probability density
funnction of the ith class and Rj is the classification region associated with
the j th population whose optimal value is determined as
Rj =
fj(x)
fi(x)
≥ pi
pj
(3.20)
in order to minimize TPM. The minimum value of the TPM calculated for
optimal R′js is called as the optimum error rate (OER) of the discrminant
function and provides a measure of the global performance of a discriminant
function. The OER of a discriminant function is estimated using known popu-
lation parameters which is usually not the case in practical situations. In case
of unknown population parameters, the OER are estimated in terms of the
error rates of the sample classification functions which are defined as,
ˆOER =
m∑
i=1
pi
∫
Rˆj
fi(x)dx ∀i = 1, 2, . . .m, i 6= j (3.21)
where, Rˆj is the classification region associated with the j th class and is deter-
mined by samples of size n from the jth population. In practice, an unbiased
estimate of these optimum error rates associated with a discriminant function
are calculated using two quantities which are closely related to the ˆOER and
can be easily obtained from a confusion matrix. These quantities are called as
expected apparent error rates (APER ) and expected actual error rates (AER)
which are obtained by averaging the proportions of observations of training
data and testing data respectively that are misclassified by the repeatedly
trained sample discriminant functions . To assess the overall performances
of the various discriminant functions uesd in this study, the Apparent error
rate (APER) as well as the Actual Error rate (AER) which tends to be better
estimate of misclassification probabilities were obtained for all the simulated
datasets. Apart from overall misclassification rates, measures of chance agree-
ment were also calculated using Gwet’s AC1 statistic (Gwet, 2014) in order to
assess the reliability of the classifers.
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3.4 Numerical Illustration and Results
3.4.1 Simulation and data generation
This section illustrates the optimality of the suggested methodology and the
suggested discriminant function LNDF in dealing with severely skewed datasets
more efficiently than the regular MLC used in most of the image analysis
softwares. For general comparison of the discriminant functions under a variety
of distributional settings, an extensive simulation has been conducted here.
The following two different situations of class distributions were considered for
asseessing the performance of the traditional and the suggested discrminant
functions:
 Skewed vs Skewed
 Normal vs Skewed.
Under the first setting, the skewed datasets were simulated in the same manner
as described in the previous chapter where, we start off by simulating training
datasets from two populations, transforming them to skewed ones and then
employ them for training maximum likelihood classifiers based on the LDF,
QDF and on the suggested methodology. The first population is kept fixed
and the second one is generated with the varied combinations of parameter
values given in Table 2.1. In a similar fashion testing samples of size 800 were
generated from each of the two populations and the trained classifiers were
used to classify these testing samples. Finally, the rates of misclassification of
training datasets as well as of testing datasets and the AC1 statistic for the
testing dataset were calculated for each of the three classifiers. This whole
process of training and testing the classifiers was repeated 30 times and the
measured errors and AC1 statistic were averaged over all the replications to
get unbiased estimates of the AC1 statistic and of misclassification errors in
the form of apparent error rates (APER) and actual error rates (AER) which
are tabulated in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The objective of keeping the simulation
design similar to that of the previous chapter is to make the two studies com-
parable.
Under the second situation, the training and test datasets are simulated us-
ing the similar values of the population parameters and the other parameter
combinations as were used under the first situation with the only difference as
that the distribution of the first class in the training as well as the test dataset
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was kept as normal and only the observations of the second class were trans-
formed to the skewed ones. The error rates obtained from the three classifiers
under this setting over 30 replications are tabulated in Table 3.4 for bivariate
datasets.
3.4.2 Real datasets used
To illustrate the performances of the three discrminant functions discussed in
this chapter on the real datasets as well as to compare them with the perfor-
mances of the machine learning algorithms which were studied in Chapter 2,
the real datasets (Dataset1, Dataset2, Dataset3, Dataset4 ) used in this study
were kept same as those were used in the previous chapter, described in Section
2.4.2. These are the Landsat dataset, the Indian Liver Patient Dataset (ILPD)
and the new thyroid dataset from UCI repository as well as the SPOT dataset
(Glasbey, 1988). Similar to the previous chapter, the validation errror rates for
the ILPD and the new thyroid dataset were calculated using the leave-one-out
method of Lachenbruch (1975) while for the other two datasets, the classi-
fiers were trained and validated using separate training and testing datasets
simultaneoulsly. Please refer to Section 2.4.2 for recalling the strategy used for
construction of the training and testing datasets and skewness parameters of
different classes of the four datasets.
3.4.3 Results
3.4.3.1 Results on simulated data
Based on the results of simulation study conducted in the present chapter
which are tabulated in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, a graphical representation
of comparative performances of the three classifiers discussed in the present
chapter, along with those of ANN, SVM and RF with respect to the actual
error rates against other data characteristics is depicted in Figures 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4. The plots are not shown for all the simulated datasets but we have
chosen to plot the error rates only for n = (25, 100 and 600) when p = (2, 10)
as these vlaues of sample sizes show some changes in the trends of error rates
from different classifiers. Figure 3.4 depicts the effect of separability of data
classes on the performance of the three discriminant functions. We can infer
the following from these plots and tables.
 A look on the misclassification rates of LDF, QDF and LNDF based
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methodology given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicates that in all settings,
the simulated datasets LNDF based proposed classifer was optimal as it
resulted in quite lower misclassification rates as compared to the other
two discriminant functions.
 Effect of training data size: Sample size considerations were found to
be important as it is evident from Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 and Figure
3.4 that the misclassification error rates show an inverse proportionality
to the sample size for all the three discrminant functions under study.
Across all the variations in sample sizes considered here, LNDF emerged
as a clear winner in terms of producing smaller misclassification error
rates except for small sample size under high dimensional setting ie. for
(p = 10, n = 25).
 Effect of Skewness: For lower ranges of skewness in datasets i.e. for
datasets generated with δ = (2 and 5), (results not shown here), QDF
was found to be fairly robust as was established in Clarke et al. (1979)
and LNDF performed comparably equally well. But as the value of δ
drops below 1, i.e. for δ = (.5 and .9) the skewness of the marginal dis-
tribution of second population increases, and hence, the gap between the
misclassification probabilities obtained from the three discriminant func-
tions starts increasing. It can be seen from Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 that
in all the situations of severe positive skewness in the data, performance
of the LNDF was fairly better than that of the QDF (or, LDF). More-
over, as the levels of skewness were increased by increasing the values on
the diagonal of covariance matrix of second population, LNDF outplayed
the other three classifiers with a clean majority. Apart from this, all the
classifiers showed the obvious trends of improved performance with the
increase in the separability between the classes which is adjusted with
the values of a† in the simulations, as shown in Figure 3.4.
 Effect of dimensionality: It can be observed from Figure 3.3 and 3.4 that
the overall performances of LDF, QDF and LNDF were found to be im-
proving as the dimensionality of the datasets was increased owing to the
fact that added dimensions provide extra information about the datasets
in the form of input to the classifiers and hence, aid in better learning
†a is the mean of the first variable of second population,which ensures the variation in
the separation between the two populations
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of the classifiers. For smaller dimensions of the data, i.e. for p = 2, the
performance of the suggested MLC was found to be the best in terms of
producing lower misclassification rates over all the simulated datasets.
But as the dimensions of the feature set increase from p = 2 to p = 10,
suggested classifier was outperformed by the MLC classifiers based on
LDF and QDF respectively, for small sample sizes (25 here). For all the
other sample sizes considered in the study, LNDF performed exception-
ally good for higher dimensional datasets with error rates as low as 1.60%
 Chance agreement measures: The values of Gwet’s AC1 statistic for
LNDF was observed to be lying in the range (0.5, 0.8) and (.8, .9) with
higher values for the highly skewed datasets under the Skewed vs Skewed
and the Normal vs Skewed settings respectively, which reports an overall
fair to excellent level of agreement. QDF also reported comparable val-
ues of the AC1 statistic as shown in Table 3.5. However, LDF reported
a constant value of .5 for the chance agreement measure. The compara-
tively poor performance of LDF over all the datasets may be attributed
to the heterogeneous class distributions setting in the present simulation
study which points towards the high levels of risk of using LDF without
checking the heterogeneity of the populations, beforehand.
 For symmetric vs skewed population cases, all the three discriminant
functions showed improved performances in terms of error rates as well
as of chance agreement measures as compared to the skewed vs skewed
population cases. This implies that the performance of the MLC is in-
versely proportional to the number of skewed populations in a dataset
(see Table 3.4).
 Comparison with ANN, SVM and RF: A look at Figures 3.2, 3.3 and
the Tables containing error rates of the previous chapter, i.e. Tables 2.5
and 2.6, reveals that LNDF also outperformed the advanced machine
learning classifiers too with a clean majority over all datasets except for
moderately skewed datasets when Σ = 1.5(I) where, the performance of
LNDF lagged behind that of its non-parametric counterparts.
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3.4.3.2 Results on real datasets
The following findings were observed on the four real datasets, for their details
please see Section 2.4.2.
 For the Dataset 1, Landsat dataset, QDF resulted in 15.50% error rate,
LDF resulted in 17.85% of error rate and LNDF based classiifer generated
15.55% of error rate. Which implies that LNDF and QDF performed
comparably equal and better than the LDF. However, when compared
with the performances of ANN, SVM and RF, ANN performed best
among all the parametric and non-parametric classifiers with of error
rate.
 For the Dataset 2, SPOT dataset which has highly imbalanced classes,
LDF performed poorly with 78.77% of error rates and LNDF emerged
as the best performer with 40.46% of error rates. Comparing the results
of this chapter with those of the last chapter on this dataset, only SVM
performed marginally better than the proposed classifier.
 For Dataset 3 too, among the three classifiers, the proposed classifier
LNDF performed better than LDF and QDF. But when compared to
the performance of machine learning algorithms, ANN emerged as the
best performer with only .47% of error rates for this dataset.
 For Dataset 4 i.e. the ILPD, again LNDF resulted in lower error rates
as compared to LDF and QDF but was outperformed by all the three
machine learning algorithms.
LDF QDF LNDF
APER AER APER AER APER AER
Dataset 1 9.65 17.85 11.50 15.50 6.05 15.55
Dataset 2 75.13 78.77 9.75 45.11 15.98 40.46
Dataset 3 5.58 6.05 5.58 4.19 6.05 2.79
Dataset 4 35.23 36.27 35.92 45.08 32.12 32.82
Table 3.1: Apparaent error rate, Actual error rate of LDF, QDF and proposed LNDF
based classifier for the real datasets.
The overall findings observed on the real datasets indicate the better perfor-
mance of the suggested classifier in 3 out of 4 real datasets as compared to
the LDF and QDF. As was emphasized in the previous chapter this is due to
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the fact that the real datasets considered were not found to be highly skewed
in nature and hence, the results obtained on real datasets do not confirm to
those of simulation study.
3.5 Conclusion
Results of the investigations on simulated data provide empirical evidences
that the suggested parametric classification algorithm based on LNDF, the
discriminant function obtained using multivariate lognormal distribution, sub-
stantially reduces the misclassification of severely positively skewed data as
compared to LDF and QDF, and hence should be preferred over the regular
one based only on QDF or LDF while dealing with positively skewed data.
Furthermore, the performance of the suggested parametric classification algo-
rithm outplayed that of the advanced non-parametric classifiers based on SVM
and RF for the simulated data. Therefore, we conclude that in machine based
automatic classification mechanism, the availability of LNDF along with the
previously available LDF and QDF can avoid the human intervention, such
as choosing an appropriate transform and hence fastens the analysis. How-
ever, the results of analysis on real datasets suggest that when the choice is
to be made between LNDF, SVM and RF, there is no single “best for all”
option. But, the added benefits of being computationally much faster than
the RFs and lesser complex underlying theoretical concepts, in contrast to the
non-parametric advanced classifiers like SVM and RF, which are far more com-
plex to be understandable by a non-expert user makes LNDF a more feasible
and viable choice than SVM or RF for very large datasets and for non-expert
users. Furthermore, supporting the approach of Chaudhuri et al. (2009) and
on the basis of the results obtained above, we argue that the inclusion of the
information of the parametric structure of the datasets can significantly im-
prove a classifier’s performance and hence, traditional parametric classifiers like
MLC should not be overlooked. And further researches suggesting more robust
transformations capable of transforming non-normal data to approximate nor-
mality should be conducted in order to improve the classical lesser complex and
computationally efficient parametric classifiers. We also feel that the incorpo-
ration of such improved parametric classifiers, which can automatically handle
the non normal data, in the classification toolboxes of some frequently used
softwares is needed as it will definitely benefit the non-expert user community.
The methodology suggested in this chapter was shown to be effective enough
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in classifying skewed data with high levels of positive skewness. But further
research is required to make efficient use of the capabilities of the MLC for
tackling negatively skewed data as well.
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 10
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 2
(e) p = 10 (f) p = 2
Figure 3.2: Plots of expected actual error rates of LDF,QDF,LNDF,SVM,RF and
ANN over simulated index sample for n = 25 , p = (2, 10) and δ = .5 depicting the
effect of data skewness on error rates.
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 10
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 2
(e) p = 10 (f) p = 2
Figure 3.3: Plots of expected actual error rates of LDF,QDF,LNDF,SVM,RF and
ANN over simulated index sample for n = 100 , p = (2, 10) and δ = .5 depicting the
effect of data skewness on error rates.
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 2
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 2
(e) p = 2 (f) p = 2
Figure 3.4: Plots of expected actual error rates of SVM, RF and ANN over simulated
index sample for δ = .5 depicting the effect of separability on error rates .
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4A New Transformation for
Normalizing Skewed Data in
Classification Problems
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, moderate deviations of feature data from nor-
mality does not seriously hamper the classification accuracies of the normal
theory based discriminant functions. However, when one concludes that the
deviations from normality of the data under consideration are of serious nature
and the normal model would not be an adequate fit, one can still make a wise
choice to employ the theoretically robust parametric discriminant functions
for classification tasks via suitable data transformations (McLachlan, 2004).
Additionally, even the non-parametric methods like LDF can suffer as much
as the non-parametric methods when the normality assumption is not met.
Hence, wisely chosen data transformations can prove to be effective in achiev-
ing approximate normality in datasets and hence consequently can improve the
performance of parametric as well as non-parametric discriminant functions
over non-normal datasets. The disadvantages of employing transformations in
contrast to their potential advantages do not seem compelling in the age of
modern computing (Osborne, 2010). In the present work we suggest a mul-
tivariate transformation that works on removing skewness from the data and
hence aids in improving the performance of the MLC. This chapter is further
divided into five Sections, the remaining part of this section discusses the mo-
tivation and the objective behind the study conducted in this chapter, Section
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4.2 discusses some studies which focused on the issue of employing normality
transformations while using MLC, Section 4.3 gives a detailed description of
the transformation suggested in the present chapter, Section 4.4 illustrates the
relative significance of the suggested transformation in classification tasks as
compared to the lognormally transformed data (using two parameter lognor-
mal transform), and untransformed data using an extensive simulation study
and a real image dataset as well, and Section 4.5 reports the conclusion of the
study.
4.1.1 Motivation
In the previous chapter, a methodology and a new discriminant function based
on two parameter lognormal distribution was proposed. The methodology was
shown to be robust enough in classifying severely positively skewed data effi-
ciently. However, the assumption of two parameter lognormal class conditional
densities used there in is capable of modeling positive skewness and that too
for non-zero positive valued observations only. Although, the occurrence of
negative observations is not an issue in the field of digital imaging but occur-
rence of zero valued spectral observations is not a very rare sight in the field.
And in such situations, assumption of lognormal class conditional densities
would not prove to be a feasible one. Despite this limitation, results obtained
in the last chapter indicate that lognormality assumption can be a crucial tool
in modeling severe skewness in datasets. Thus, in an attempt to be able to use
lognormal distribution for modeling severe skewness of data distributed over
the whole range of real line, we make use of the less popular 3− parameter
lognormal distribution. We propose and explore a normalizing transformation
based on the 3 parameter multivariate Log-normal distribution and exploit it
for improving the performance of the Maximum Likelihood Classifier under
non-optimal situations of skewness. Although transformations can be crucial
tools, they should be employed thoughtfully as they alter the natural form
of the data. And hence, for post classification analysis, the data should be
reversely transformed for reporting the descriptives.
4.2 Background and Scope of the Study
Data transformations are mathematical modifications that are applied to the
data. These mathematical functions can serve many purposes in quantitative
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data analysis. In classification problems, the appropriate data transforms can
be used as a viable pre processing tool for improving the normality and homo-
geneity of the populations. Many potential data transformations for improving
the normality of data have been proposed so far, with Box-Cox transforma-
tion (Box and Cox, 1964) still being the most frequently used ones. Box and
Cox (1964) proposed these transformations for univariate scenario only, which
require to be applied independently on each of the feature in the datasets
thereby ensuring univariate normal distributions of the individual features.
But the marginal normal distributions do not certainly ensure the joint mul-
tivariate normality which essentially must be the case in multivariate real life
classification problems. Later, McLachlan (2004) proposed the multivariate
extension of Box-Cox power transformations. Apart from this, square root
transformation and log transformation which eventually fall into the class of
power transformations or Box-Cox transformations are other two frequently
used transforms in the field of classification. The most critical issue with most
of these transformations proposed so far is that these are incapable of han-
dling negative values of the observed variables and hence can not cater to such
data. Yeo and Johnson (2000) proposed a power transformation which can be
defined over the whole real line but defined and illustrated their significance
only for univaraite situations. The need to transform the data if found to be
non-normal, to improve the performance of discriminant functions, was em-
phasized upon in many researches (Clarke et al. (1979), Lachenbruch et al.
(1973), Beauchamp et al. (1980), McLachlan (2004)). But still in the applied
research, pre-processing testing of the data for normality and further consid-
eration for an appropriate normality transformation is mostly ignored. And
hence, very few researches utilizing the calibre of normality transforms for
improving performance of MLC in classification tasks have been produced so
far.
Beauchamp et al. (1980) and Beauchamp and Robson (1986) investigated
and illustrated the significance of using appropriate transformations in dis-
criminant analysis and specifically the misclassification probabilities of LDF
while using power transformations for acheiving approximate normality and
equal covariances in the underlying populations in bivariate situations. Riani
and Atkinson (2001) proposed a unified approach for the detection of outliers
and illustrated the significance of unifying it along with multivariate transfor-
mations in improving the performances of LDF and QDF in the presence of
outliers. Ujiie et al. (2002) proposed a modified QDF based on the Box-Cox
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transformation with exponential power and showed its effectiveness in reduc-
ing misclassification errors for some real datasets but limited their study to
the uni-variate distributions only which rarely find application in classification
problems. Also, the distributions used by them for displaying the effectiveness
of the transformation in reducing the skewness of the data were all positively
skewed and hence the performance of the transformation on negatively skewed
data is not certain. The square root transformation has often been used for
the problem of document classification or handwritten character recognition
(Hein and Bousquet (2005), Howard and Jebara (2007), Wakabayashi et al.
(1993)) and is preferred for transforming the variables which can be measured
as counts as the observations obtained by counting elements generally follow
normal distribution (Ujiie et al., 2002).
Parsons et al. (2007) employed the generalized logarithm transformation as
a pre-processing variance stabilizing tool and boasted of achieving very high
classification accuracy as a result. Logarithms of gene expression ratio were
taken for classifying genes from microarray data in Brown et al. (1999). Infact
log transform is the most hailed transform among the researchers to deal with
skewed data. (Bartlett, 1947; Quenouille, 2014). Elliot (1971) suggested using
the lognormal transformation on heavily skewed data in order to reduce the
asymmetry of the data. Hoyle (1973) discusses logarithmic transformations as
a way of making the data confirm to assumptions of additivity, homogeneity
and normality. But both the square root transform as well as the log trans-
forms are defined only on positive observation. For example, a square root
transformation or a lognormal transformation can not be defined for the left
half values of the real line. Also the logarithmic transformations are found to
be unable to handle negatively skewed data which can often be the case with
real datasets. Although shifted power transformations have been suggested
in order to overcome such issues of negative or zero valued observations in
datasets (Atkinson, 1985) but still choosing an appropriate power for using
power transformations still remains an issue with the analyst as discussed in
Yeo and Johnson (2000). Hence, in the present study a more flexible logarith-
mic transformation based on the three parameter lognormal distribution has
been suggested which is shown to be capable of efficiently handling negatively
skewed as well as negative valued observations. Aitchison and Brown (1963);
Johnson et al. (1994) and Crow and Shimizu (1988) are the three fundamental
texts which provide an excellent insight into the history, theorteical develop-
ment, parameter estimation, generalizations and detailed applications of the
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lognormal distributions.
4.3 3-Parameter Lognormal Distribution and
Suggested Transformations
As discussed in Section 4.2, several authors have suggested using simple log-
arithmic transforms for restoring normality in skewed data. Although level
of skewness reduces after applying logarithmic transformations on a skewed
dataset but these transformations often do not reduce the skewness to in-
significant levels. In such situations the transformed data does not confirm to
the approximate normality. Hence, keeping in mind the incapability of loga-
rithmic transforms in handling negatively skewed as well as negative valued
observations, we suggest using 3-parameter logarithmic transforms instead,
which can efficiently restore normality in negatively skewed data and also is
capable of handling negative valued observations. Before defining the the sim-
ple logarithmic transform and the suggested transforms, we define first the
generalized 3-parameter lognormal distribution and the theory of maximum
likelihood estimation of its parameters which happens to be the basis for both
of these transformations.
4.3.1 3-parameter lognormal distribution
Aitchison and Brown (1963) define a random variable X as lognormally dis-
tributed with mean µ and variance σ2 if ln (X − τ) follows N (µ, σ2) and de-
noted X as following Λ(τ, µ, σ2) with density function defined as
g (x) =
1
(2pi)1/2σ(x− τ)
exp{−(ln (x− τ)− µ)2/2}, τ < x <∞ (4.1)
where, τ with range τ < x defines the lower bound for the distribution of X
and is therefore referred to as the threshold parameter or the shift parameter.
And hence the two parameter lognormal distribution is defined as a special case
of the 3- parameter lognormal distribution when τ = 0 with density function
defined as
g (x) =
1
(2pi)1/2σx
exp{−(lnx− µ)2/2}, x > 0. (4.2)
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As for negative values of X, ln (X − τ) can still be defined for |τ | > |X|, hence
the three parameter lognormal distribution can efficiently handle negative val-
ued observations as well.
4.3.2 Negatively skewed lognormal distribution
The lognormal distributions defined above can be used for modeling positively
skewed distributions only but Aitchison and Brown (1963) discussed the mod-
ifications in the above definition of lognormal distribution which are capable
of modeling negatively skewed distributions as well . They defined X as fol-
lowing negatively skewed lognormal distribution with mean µ, variance σ2 and
threshold parameter τ if ln (τ −X) follows N(µ, σ2) where −∞ < X < τ ,with
pdf,
g (x) =
1
(2pi)1/2σ(θ − x)
exp{−(ln (θ − x)− µ)2/2}, −∞ < x < θ. (4.3)
The above described densities in equations (4.1) and (4.3) are of univariate
positively and negatively skewed lognormal distributions respectively but as
the classification problems generally deal with multivariate data, we define the
multivariate counterparts of the above densities.
For a p-dimensional random vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)
′ of positive random vari-
ables such that (lnX1, lnX2, . . . lnXp)
′ follows a p-dimensional normal distri-
bution with mean vector µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µp)
′ and a positive definite variance
covariance matrix Σ = {(σij), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p}, Crow and Shimizu (1988)
defined (X1, X2, . . . Xp)
′ as following a 2-parameter p-variate lognormal distri-
bution Λp(µ,Σ) with density function defined as
g (x) =
1
(2pi)p/2| Σ |1/2x1.x2 . . . xp
exp
[
−(ln x− µ)
′Σ−1 (ln x− µ)
2
]
(4.4)
where, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xp)
′, xj > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , p.
Now, we define a random vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)
′ such that (ln (X1 − τ1),
ln (X2 − τ2) . . . , ln (Xp − τp))′ follows a p-dimensional normal distribution with
mean vector µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µp)
′ and a positive definite variance-covariance
matrix Σ = {(σij), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p}. Then the vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)′ has
a 3- parameter p-variate positively skewed lognormal distribution Λp(τ, µ,Σ)
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with pdf,
g (x) =
1
(2pi)p/2| Σ |1/2∏pj=1(xk − τk) exp
[
−(ln (x− τ )− µ)
′Σ−1 (ln (x− τ )− µ)
2
]
(4.5)
where, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xp)
′, and τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . τp)′ is the threshold param-
eter with τj < xj <∞, j = 1, 2, . . . , p.
And a random vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)
′ such that (ln (θ1 −X1), ln (θ2 −X2), . . . ,
ln (θp −Xp))′ follows a p-dimensional normal distribution with mean vector
µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µp)
′ and a positive definite variance covariance matrix Σ =
{(σij) , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p}, has a 3- parameter p-varaite negatively skewed log-
normal distribution Λp(θ, µ,Σ) with pdf,
g (x) =
1
(2pi)p/2| Σ |1/2∏pj=1(θj − xj) exp
[
−(ln (θ −X)− µ)
′Σ−1 (ln (θ − x)− µ)
2
]
(4.6)
where, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xp)
′, and θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . θp)′ is the threshold param-
eter of the negatively skewed lognormal distribution with −∞ < xj < θj, j =
1, 2, . . . , p.
4.3.3 Maximum likelihood estimation of τ, θ, µ and Σ
The involvement of the threshold parameter complicates the parameter estima-
tion procedure for the 3−parameter lognormal distribution. Crow and Shimizu
(1988) discussed various estimation procedures for the parameter estimation of
generalizd lognormal distributions and their limitaions. It is clear from their
discussion that global maximum likelihood estimates and the moment esti-
mates can lead to inadmissible results in the parameter estimation procedure
for the generalized lognormal distribution. However, the local maximum lik-
lelihood estimates (LMLE) obtained by equating the partial derivatives of the
loglikelihhod to zero appear to give reasonable estimates in most of the situa-
tions and also possess the desirable properties of maximum likelihood estimates
as well. Thus, we obtain the expressions for LMLE’s of the parameters of mul-
tivariate 3−parameter lognormal distribution which will be used for defining
a new set of normalizing transformations further.
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If x = {xij, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , p} is a random sample from
Ap(τ, µ,Σ) then using the density function defined in equation (4.5) the log-
likelihood function can be defined as
lnL(τ, µ,Σ) =
−np
2
ln 2pi − n
2
ln |Σ| −
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
ln (xij − τj)
− 1
2
n∑
i=1
[
(ln(xi − τ )− µ)′Σ−1(ln(xi − τ )− µ)
] (4.7)
where, xi is the (p × 1) vector of observations for the ith sample from the
population .
Now equating the partial derivatives, of the above given loglikelihood with
respect to µ, τ and Σ respectively, equal to zero we obtain the following LMLE
estimating equations.
∂ lnL
∂µ
=
n∑
i=1
[
Σ−1(ln(xi − τ )− µ)
]
= 0 (4.8)
∂ lnL
∂Σ
= −1
2
(
Σ−1
)− 1
2
n∑
i=1
[−Σ−1(ln(xi − τ )− µ)(ln(xi − τ )− µ)′Σ−1]
= 0 (4.9)
∂ lnL
∂τ
=
n∑
i=1
1
(xi − τ ) +
n∑
i=1
[
diag(xi − τ )−1Σ−1(ln(xi − τ )− µ)
]
= 0 (4.10)
Simplifying equations (4.8) and (4.9), we get the following LML estimates of
µ and Σ:
µˆ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ln
(
xi − τˆ
)
(4.11)
Σˆ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
ln(xi − τˆ )− µˆ
)(
ln(xi − τˆ )− µˆ
)′
(4.12)
Substituting µ and Σ in equation (4.10) with their MLE’s from the above set
of equations, the resulting implicit equation in τ becomes
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f(τˆ ) =
n∑
i=1
1
(xi − τˆ ) +
n∑
i
[
diag(xi − τˆ )−1Σˆ−1
(
ln(xi − τˆ )− µˆ
)]
= 0 (4.13)
where, diag(xi− τˆ )−1 is a (p× p) matrix with (xi− τˆ )−1 as its main diagonal.
This equation can be solved iteratively for obtaining an unbiased estimate of
the threshold parameter τ and consequetively of µ and Σ.
On the similar lines the LMLE’s of τ, µ and Σ for negatively skewed
3−parameter lognormal distribution can be derived and are expressed as:
µˆ =
1
n
n∑
i
ln
(
θˆ − xi
)
(4.14)
Σˆ =
1
n
n∑
i
(
θˆ − xi)− µˆ
)(
θˆ − xi)− µˆ
)′
(4.15)
f(θˆ) =
n∑
i
1
(θˆ − xi)
+
n∑
i
[
diag(θˆ − xi)−1Σˆ−1
(
ln(θˆ − xi)− µˆ
)]
= 0 (4.16)
4.3.4 Suggested transformations
Now, assuming three parameter lognormal distributions for the underlying
skewed populations in a classification problem, we define a new set of transfor-
mations. The transformations for positively skewed data have been denoted
as TPS and the ones for negatively skewed data as TNS.
We define TPS as the transform for normalizing an (n × p)-dimensional
positively skewed data matrix X = {xij, i = 1, 2 . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , p} from a
population as,
TPS : ln (X−T) (4.17)
where, T = {τij, i =, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , p} is an (n× p) dimensional matrix
with each τ i = (τ1, τ2, . . . τp)
′ representing the threshold parameter for the
population. The vector τ i, is obtained from the sample training data using
equation (4.13) as the maximum likelihood estimate of the threshold parameter
assuming 3- parameter multivariate positively skewed lognormal distribution
for the underlying positively skewed population. Let us mention here that if
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the underlying populations confirm to a two parameter multivariate lognormal
distribution then the estimated values of τ i should come out as an approximate
zero vector and hence TPS reduces to the simple logarithmic transformation,
ln(X).
And TNS is defined as the transform for normalizing an (n×p)-dimensional
negatively skewed training data matrix X = {xij, i = 1, 2 . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , p}
from a population as
TNS : ln (T−X) (4.18)
where, T is an n× p dimensional matrix with θi = (θ1, θ2, . . . θp)′ as each of its
n rows which is to be estimated from the sample training data using equation
(4.16) as the maximum likelihood estimate of the threshold parameter assum-
ing three parameter multivariate negatively skewed lognormal distribution for
the underlying negatively skewed population .
The threshold parameter required for applying the suggested transformations
was estimated using R software (Team, 2013) and the classification was per-
formed in MATLAB (Matlab, 2013b)
4.4 Numerical Illustration
4.4.1 Data generation via simulation
In order to illustrate the capability of the suggested transform in acting as
a catalyst for improving the performance of the MLC by normalizing nega-
tively as well as positively skewed data efficiently, we designed a simulation
study based on tri-variate two class problem. The training datasets from both
the populations were simulated from two parameter lognormal distributions
first in R software using package compositions and then the three parame-
ter lognormally distributed populations were generated from these popula-
tions by introducing a vector t. The first trivariate population was kept as
fixed and was simulated from standard lognormal distribution with parame-
ters µ1 = (0, 0, 0)
′ and Σ1 = I3 while the second population was simulated
repeatedly for various combinations of the different values of the mean vector,
the variance covariance matrix and the training sample size given in Table 4.1.
If X = {xij, i = 1, 2 . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , p} is the (n × p) training data matrix
then adding t = (1, 2, 3)′, to each row of X, the simulated populations were
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transformed so as to further induce significant positive skewness in the data.
Similarly applying operation t−X, to each row of X, the simulated datasets
were transformed to generate negatively skewed datasets. Also, separate index
samples of size 1000 were generated from both the populations which were
used for validating the classifier.
After successfully generating positively as well as negatively skewed training
datasets, we assumed these simulated datasets to be following 3−parameter
lognormal distribution and used the optim function in R for finding the max-
imum likelihood estimate of the threshold parameter τ from the training
datasets. After estimating the vector τ for each of the training datasets,
the appropriate transformations defined in (4.17) and (4.18) were used for
normalizing the training as well as index datasets and the QDF was used for
classification, afterwards. In order to illustrate the relative improvement in the
classification of skewed data via suggested transformations, the performance
of LDF and QDF on untransformed simulated datasets and of QDF on simply
log-transformed datasets have also been measure in terms of error rates. For
better understanding of the analysis results, we rename the QDF based on
the suggested transformations as the 3LogTr classifier and the QDF based on
simple logarithmic transformation as the LogTr classifier. The whole process
of simulating training datasets, estimating the threshold parameter, training
the MLC using, transformed training datasets in case of 3LogTr and LogTr
whereas, using untransformed training datasets in case of LDF and QDF and
classifying the index sample using the trained classifier was repeated 30 times
for each of the 4 classifiers. The average classification accuracies for the train-
ing datasets which are termed as Apparent Accuracies (APAc) and the average
classification accuracies for index samples which are termed as Actual Accura-
cies (AAc) for positively and negatively skewed datasets were calculated over
30 replications for each of the 4 classifiers namely LDF, QDF, 3LogTr, LogTr
and have been tabulated in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. To exhibit the
efficiency of the transformations in significantly reducing the skewness, the
skewness of the untransformed simulated datasets as well as of transformed
datasets was calculated for the second population of all the positively as well
as negatively skewed simulated datsets for n = 100 and n = 25 respectively
which are reported in Table 4.3.
Apart from finding the overall accuracies (APAc and AAc) for the 4 classifiers,
the Area under the ROC curves (AUROC) and the Gwet’s AC1 statistic were
also calculated for assessing the classification performance of all the 4 classi-
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fiers which are tabulated in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. Based on the results tabulated
in Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, the performances of the 4 classifiers in terms of
AAc and AUROC were plotted for a few simulated datasets which are shown
in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4.1: Values of data characteristics used for simulating second population.
Mean Vector of second population µ21 = (0.5, 0, 0)
µ22 = (0.5, .5, 0)
µ23 = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)
µ24 = (0.5, 1, 2)
µ25 = (1, 2, 3)
Covariance Matrix of second population Σ2 = σ
2I3
σ2 = (1.5, 3, 8)
Size of Training sample from each class n = (25, 50, 100, 1000)
4.4.2 Results
An extensive simulation study was performed in this study with an objective
to check the performance of the suggested set of transformations based on the
3−parameter lognormal distribution in restoring normality in skewed data and
consequently in improving the performance of MLC. The performance of the
MLC on untransformed data, logarithmically transformed data and on the data
transformed using suggested transformations was compared using simulated
datasets. All the three classification performance checks via overall accuracies,
area under ROC curves and Gwet’s AC1 statistic respectively signify the better
performance of the MLC based on the suggested transformations (named as
3LogTr classifier in analysis) over LDF, QDF and the MLC based on the simple
log transformation for almost all the positively as well as negatively skewed
simulated datasets. Apart from this, the following findings with respect to
different data characteristics considered in the study were observed for the
simulated data.
 Effect of transformation on skewness: The results reported in the Table
4.3 clearly signify the ability of the suggested transformations in reduc-
ing the skewness of significantly skewed datasets to a larger extent as
compared to the simple logarithmic transformations. Apart from calcu-
lating the multivariate skewness, we also tested the transformed datasets
for significant skewness using Mardia’s test (Mardia, 1974) and found all
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the datasets to be having insignificant skewness when transformed us-
ing suggested transformations. Whereas, when the datasets were trans-
formed using simple logarithmic transformations, Mardia’s test reported
the presence of significant skewness. It implies that the suggested trans-
formations have greater capability of restoring normality in the skewed
datasets. The logarithmic transformations failed on negatively skewed
data as it contains negative valued observations also and hence only skew-
ness coefficients for log-transformed positively skewed data have been
repoted in the Table 4.3.
 Effect of transformations on classification accuracies: The suggested
transformations significantly reduced the skewness in the datasets. This
confirms the normality of datasets, and hence the suggested 3LogTr clas-
sifier resulted in higher classification accuracies as compared to LDF,
QDF and LogTr classifiers in every case as is evident from the Tables
4.4 and 4.5 and the Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Moreover, it was ob-
served that the 3LogTr classifier depicted distinct improvement in the
classification performance even when the separability between the two
populations is quite less i.e. when µ2 = µ21 = (.5, 0, 0) (see Figures 4.1,
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). However, as the separability between the two pop-
ulations increases with larger values of the mean vector of the second
population (µ2), the performances of all the 4 classifiers was found to
be improving with 3LogTr performing exceptionally well with AUROC
values as high as .99.
 Effect of skewness: It is evident from the APAc, AAc and the respective
plots constructed in this study that as the levels of skewness increased in
the datasets with the increased value of σ2, the performance of QDF was
found to be deteriorating further, whereas, the performance of TrQDF
continued to improve in contrast.
 The inability of general logarithmic transformations in accounting for the
negative skewness in data is clearly reflected from the performance of the
LogTr classifier given in the Table 4.5 and the Figures 4.3, 4.4. Accuracy
Plots in the Figures 4.3 and 4.4 and a 0.5 value of the AUROC in the
Table 4.7 show that the performance of QDF on negatively skewed data
transformed using simple logarithmic transformations results in random
classification of the observations.
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 Effect of training data size: The 3LogTr classifier performed compara-
tively better than the other three classifiers for almost all the training
data sizes and it should also be noted that the classifier based on the
suggested transformations was found to be empirically robust for small
training data sizes (i.e. n < 30) as well, that can be observed from the
Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
 Random agreement measure: The measure of random agreement in clas-
sifier’s performance calculated in this study via Gwet’s AC1 statistic was
found to be lying in the range (.6, .8) for the suggested transformation
based MLC (i.e. 3LogTr). This implies that the 3LogTr classifier results
in fair to excellent levels of agreeement.
4.4.3 Application
To illustrate the performance of the suggested transformations on real life
datasets, we employed the SPOT dataset described in Section 2.4.2 which con-
sisits of 8 landuse categories. A record of the various classes and their size is
given in Table 4.2. The performance of the LDF, QDF and the MLC based on
log transformations on the SPOT dataset has already been assessed in Section
2.4.3.2 and the misclassification errors are reported in Table 2.2. For perform-
ing classification via the suggested transformation based classifier 3LogTr, the
dataset was divided into mutually exclusive training and testing datasets. 50
random samples from each class were randomly selected and kept in testing
dataset and the remaining samples were used for training the classifier. As
the training data of all the 8 landuse categories was found to be significantly
skewed (2.4.2), the suggested transformations were used for transforming the
training and the testing datasets of all the 8 categories. The values of the
threshold parameters estimated from the training data of the 6 categories are
given in Table 4.2. The misclassification error of the 3LogTr classifier on the
testing dataset was found to be 17.27% which reports a significant decrease as
compared to the misclassification errors obtained using LDF, QDF (see, Table
2.2) and LogTr (see, Table 3.1).
4.5 Conclusion
The new set of normalizing transformations suggested in this chapter were
found to be effective as well as flexible enough in significantly reducing the
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Landuse categories Size of each class Type of skewness τ i for each class
Class 1 8425 Positive skewness (0, 112.86)
Class 2 347 Not skewed (0, 0)
Class 3 105 Not skewed (0, 0)
Class 4 276 Positively skewed (69.24,0)
Class 5 288 Not skewed (0, 0)
Class 6 157 Positively skewed 135.24
Class 7 273 Not skewed (0, 0)
Class 8 129 Positively skewed (−64.16, 116.37)
Table 4.2: Estimated threshold parameters for the significantly skewed training
datasets of SPOT data.
skewness of any nature (i.e. either positive or negative skewness) present in
data. The results of the simulation study exhibit the calibre of the suggested
transformations in restoring normality in positively as well as negatively skewed
datasets. The contribution of the suggested transformations in improving the
performance of the MLC has also been justified through simulation study as
well as through real dataset. In the light of the results obtained in this chapter,
we conclude that the suggested transformations may act as an aid in improving
the performance of MLC and hence should be considered as a pre-processing
aid while classifying skewed data. We understand the challenges involved in
estimating the parameters of a generalized lognormal distribution and intend
to conduct further research for simplifying the procedures.
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σ2 µ2
Skewness of
Positively skewed data Negatively skewed data
Untransformed data 3LogTr LogTr Untransformed data 3LogTr
1.5
µ21 40.38 0.26 7.40 11.33 .97
µ22 33.51 0.47 6.62 21.35 1.30
µ23 24.58 0.58 3.99 15.88 .44
µ24 66.53 0.09 6.31 17.01 1.67
µ25 76.91 0.27 3.64 6 1.47
3
µ21 112.81 0.39 9.86 26.08 .90
µ22 51.19 0.33 6.90 27.95 3.50
µ23 59.06 0.79 9.87 35.08 .93
µ24 71.84 0.24 5.81 7.95 1.62
µ25 48.79 0.69 2.98 25.94 1.09
3
µ21 34.41 0.44 6.08 53.60 1.91
µ22 97.78 0.42 8.77 34.33 2.39
µ23 156.49 0.46 11.58 23.93 1.59
µ24 130.35 0.49 6.58 23.91 1.59
µ25 42.42 1.00 2.77 23.91 1.59
Table 4.3: Mardia’s multivariate coefficient of skewness for second population of
simulated positively and negatively skewed datasets.
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(a) Accuracy plot (b) AUROC plot
(c) Accuracy plot (d) AUROC plot
(e) Accuracy plot (f) AUROC plot
Figure 4.1: Plots of expected actual accuracies of LDF, QDF, QDF on log-
transformed data (LogTr) and QDF on 3−parameter log-transformed data over
positively skewed simulated index sample for n = 25 , and µ2 = (µ21, µ23 and
µ25) depicting the effect of variability on accuracies.
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(a) Accuracy plot (b) AUROC plot
(c) Accuracy plot (d) AUROC plot
(e) Accuracy plot (f) AUROC plot
Figure 4.2: Plots of expected actual accuracies of LDF, QDF, QDF on log-
transformed data (LogTr) and QDF on 3−parameter log-transformed data over
positively skewed simulated index sample for n = 50, and µ2 = (µ21, µ23 and µ25)
depicting the effect of variability on accuracies.
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(a) Accuracy plot (b) AUROC plot
(c) Accuracy plot (d) AUROC plot
(e) Accuracy plot (f) AUROC plot
Figure 4.3: Plots of expected actual accuracies of LDF, QDF, QDF on log-
transformed data (LogTr) and QDF on 3−parameter log-transformed data over
negatively skewed simulated index sample for n = 25 , and µ2 = (µ21, µ23 and µ25)
depicting the effect of variability on performance of LDF and QDF on transformed
and untransformed data.
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(a) Accuracy plot (b) AUROC plot
(c) Accuracy plot (d) AUROC plot
(e) Accuracy plot (f) AUROC plot
Figure 4.4: Plots of expected actual accuracies of LDF, QDF, QDF on log-
transformed data (LogTr) and QDF on 3−parameter log-transformed data over
negatively skewed simulated index sample for n = 50 , and µ2 = (µ21, µ23 and µ25)
depicting the effect of variability on performance of LDF and QDF on transformed
and untransformed data.
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µ σ2 D.F.
Sample Size
25 50 100 1000
APAc AAc APAc AAc APAc AAc APAc AAc
1.5
µ21 LDF 48 52.88 59 53.25 57.50 54.50 56.35 55.50
QDF 56 55.75 58 57.13 56.50 55.13 56.0 54.63
LogTr 58 56.0 60 55.13 56.0 54.75 57.55 55.87
3LogTr 86.0 75.38 78.0 78.87 78.0 81.0 80.70 80.87
µ22 LDF 50 53.50 57 51.25 64.50 59.62 59.15 61.50
QDF 56.0 54.0 60.0 54.75 61.0 57.25 57.45 57.63
LogTr 58.0 54.13 58 54.50 63.50 60.0 61.60 61.88
3LogTr 90 76.88 82.0 76.88 65.50 66.50 62.85 62.88
µ23 LDF 64 62.25 79 66.13 64.50 68.37 67.45 66.50
QDF 66.0 63.12 78.0 66.13 61.50 65.13 63.20 62.75
LogTr 68.0 63.75 81.0 69.0 65.50 67.50 68.70 68.0
3LogTr 72 69.75 83.0 73.50 71.0 77.75 70.10 68.63
µ24 LDF 68 64.62 71 66.63 66 66.13 66 65.50
QDF 66.0 66.63 68.0 64.38 65.50 65.25 61.50 63.88
LogTr 66.00 64.75 74.0 66.37 67.50 67.0 67.70 67.63
3LogTr 76.0 72.12 77.0 74.50 68.50 67.87 69.40 68.75
µ25 LDF 84 83.50 74 81.50 72.50 69.50 75.30 80.75
QDF 86.0 86.25 78 85.25 83.0 83.50 76.35 78.75
LogTr 84.0 85.88 81.0 86.25 89.0 86.0 83.95 86.75
3LogTr 98.0 94.13 84.0 88.50 91.0 85.25 86.0 86.75
3
µ21 LDF 54 61.25 63 58.13 67 62.75 63.40 63.88
QDF 60.0 62.50 70.0 62.25 66.50 63.38 61.75 62.0
LogTr 62.0 64.88 71.0 65.25 67.50 65.50 65.30 65.75
3LogTr 86.0 85.50 90.0 87.88 74.0 69.50 73.45 73.12
µ22 LDF 52 53.37 70 64 67.50 66.87 64.65 66
QDF 64.0 61.12 70.0 66.37 66.0 67.63 64.45 65.63
LogTr 68.0 61.88 73.0 68.0 65.50 68.63 68.45 68.75
3LogTr 92.0 82.67 83.0 87.38 70.50 71.13 73.95 74.38
µ23 LDF 58 66.37 70 67.63 64 67.37 67.25 68.37
QDF 60.0 66.25 72.0 69.37 69.0 69.75 67.65 69.25
LogTr 64.0 69.13 71.0 71.88 69.0 72.0 70.50 71.88
3LogTr 90.0 83.0 85.0 87.62 73.50 74.25 74.15 76.25
µ24 LDF 60 74.50 76 71.13 70.50 71.63 69.60 69.87
QDF 58.0 72.0 74.0 73.62 69.50 72.25 69.10 70.0
LogTr 66.0 74.38 78.0 75.0 72.50 74.62 73.50 74.88
3LogTr 80.0 72.12 89.0 87.0 76.0 74.88 76.65 76.12
µ25 LDF 72 76.88 68 69.13 78.50 79.13 71.90 70.75
QDF 80.0 84.0 84.0 83.75 85.0 83.88 79.95 78.63
LogTr 82.0 84.13 86.0 85.38 87.0 86.0 86.0 85.62
3LogTr 88.0 82.25 87.0 88.38 89.50 84.13 87.35 86.0
8
µ21 LDF 58 65.13 68 66 65 66.25 62.95 65.87
QDF 62.0 65.13 69.0 67.13 64.50 67.63 61.45 64.85
LogTr 68.0 65.50 77.0 69.63 64.50 69.0 66.30 69.75
3LogTr 90.0 83.50 89 89.0 77.50 72.38 72.10 75.38
µ22 LDF 60 62.62 68 64.62 68.50 65.87 63.10 63.62
QDF 64.0 62.75 67.0 66.87 67.50 67 63.20 66.37
LogTr 64.0 63.62 72.0 68.0 68.50 68.50 67.30 68.63
3LogTr 78 81.50 86.0 85.62 71.50 71.75 71.85 72.36
µ23 LDF 62 67.75 63 66.63 64.50 69 67.15 68.25
QDF 64.0 67.50 73.0 70.75 68.0 68.50 68.20 68.0
LogTr 68.0 68.25 79.0 71.13 69.0 71.13 71.70 71.0
3LogTr 86.0 81.87 86.0 84.75 74.50 72.12 76.40 74.38
µ24 LDF 66 58.63 74 70.37 68.50 68.37 69.25 68.87
QDF 72.0 67.13 77.0 73.25 70.50 71.50 68.70 69.50
LogTr 74.0 67.75 81.0 73.88 74.50 72.88 73.75 72.75
3LogTr 90.0 82.0 83.0 86.25 79.0 73.62 76.20 75.38
µ25 LDF 76 75 71 72 76 74.12 70.70 70.87
QDF 82.0 83.50 84.0 83.50 86.0 84.0 79.30 78.37
LogTr 82.0 84.62 85.0 85.38 88.0 85.25 83.95 84.75
3LogTr 84.0 87.38 88.0 87.88 87.50 83.63 85.80 85.75
Table 4.4: Expected Apparent Accuracies (APAcs) and Expected Actual Accuracies
(AAcs) (in %) of LDF, QDF, LogTr and 3LogTr for simulated positively skewed
data.
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µ σ2 D.F.
Sample Size
25 50 100 1000
APAc AAc APAc AAc APAc AAc APAc AAc
1.5
µ21 LDF 48 52.88 59 53.25 57.50 54.50 56.35 55.50
QDF 56 55.75 58 57.13 56.50 55.13 56 54.63
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 70 61.62 65 61.25 58.50 59.50 61.70 60
µ22 LDF 50 53.50 57 51.25 64.50 59.62 59.95 61.50
QDF 56 54 60 54.75 61 57.25 57.45 57.63
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 64 64.50 68 60.88 65.50 60.50 62.85 63
µ23 LDF 64 62.55 79 66.13 64.50 68.37 67.45 66.50
QDF 66.0 63.12 78.0 56.13 61.50 56.13 63.20 62.75
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 66 64.75 80 65.87 69 68 70.05 68.63
µ24 LDF 68 64.62 71 66.63 66 66.13 66 65.50
QDF 66.0 66.63 68.0 64.38 65.50 65.25 61.50 63.88
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 74 68.38 75 66.25 68.50 67.87 69.50 68.87
µ25 LDF 84 83.50 74 81.50 72.50 69.50 75.30 80.75
QDF 86.0 86.25 78 85.25 83.0 83.50 76.35 78.75
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 98.0 93.75 83.0 86.12 91.0 85.25 86.0 86.75
3
µ21 LDF 54 61.25 63 58.13 67 62.75 63.40 63.88
QDF 60.0 62.50 70.0 62.25 66.50 63.38 61.75 62.0
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 78.0 74.0 80.0 75.25 74.0 69.63 73.45 73.12
µ22 LDF 52 53.37 70 64 67.50 66.87 64.65 66
QDF 64.0 61.12 70.0 66.37 66.0 67.63 64.45 65.63
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 78 71.88 80.0 76.62 70.50 71.25 73.95 74.38
µ23 LDF 58 66.37 70 67.63 64 67.37 67.25 68.37
QDF 60.0 66.25 72.0 69.37 69.0 69.75 67.65 69.25
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 78 72.62 81.0 77 73.50 74.25 74.15 76.12
µ24 LDF 60 74.50 76 71.13 70.50 71.63 69.60 69.87
QDF 58.0 72.0 74.0 73.62 69.50 72.25 69.10 70.0
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 80.0 76.13 87.0 78.37 76.0 74.88 76.70 76.12
µ25 LDF 72 76.88 68 69.13 78.50 79.13 71.90 70.75
QDF 80 74 84 80.75 85 80.88 79.95 78.63
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 82.0 77.50 90 83.50 90 84.25 87.35 86.0
8
µ21 LDF 58 65.13 68 66 65 66.25 62.95 65.87
QDF 62.0 65.13 69.0 67.13 64.50 67.63 61.45 64.88
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 78 72.38 81 77 77.50 72.50 72.10 75.38
µ22 LDF 60 62.62 68 64.62 68.50 65.87 63.10 63.62
QDF 64.0 62.75 67.0 66.87 67.50 67 63.20 66.37
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 70 70.75 81.0 75.75 71.50 71.75 71.85 72.38
µ23 LDF 62 67.75 63 66.63 64.50 69 67.15 68.25
QDF 64.0 67.50 73.0 70 68.0 68.50 68.20 68.0
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 76.0 71.63 82.0 76.12 74.50 72.25 76.40 74.25
µ24 LDF 66 58.63 74 70.37 68.50 68.37 69.25 68.87
QDF 72.0 67.13 77.0 70.25 70.50 71.50 68.70 69.50
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 76 72.88 86.0 74.75 79.0 73.75 76.20 75.38
µ25 LDF 76 75 71 72 76 74.12 75 75.13
QDF 82.0 83.50 84.0 83.50 86.0 84.0 79.30 78.37
LNDF 48 50 49 50 49.50 50 49.95 50
TrQDF 88.0 84.25 88.0 84.13 87.50 83.63 85.80 85.75
Table 4.5: Expected Apparent Accuracies (APAcs) and Expected Actual Accuracies
(AAcs) (in %) of LDF, QDF, LogTr and 3LogTr for simulated positively skewed
data.
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µ σ2 D.F.
AUC AC1 statistic
Sample Size
25 50 100 1000 25 50 100 1000
1.5
µ21 LDF .52 .53 .54 .54 .52 .53 .54 .55
QDF .57 .57 .58 .60 .55 .57 .55 .54
LogTr .58 .58 .57 .59 .55 .55 .54 .55
TrQDF .85 .84 .66 .61 .75 .79 .54 .59
µ22 LDF .51 .45 .61 .62 .53 .51 .59 .61
QDF .58 .53 .59 .64 .53 .54 .57 .57
LogTr .61 .54 .60 .64 .53 .54 .59 .61
TrQDF .81 .81 .62 .66 .76 .76 .60 .62
µ23 LDF .65 .75 .76 .75 .62 .66 .68 .66
QDF .60 .73 .72 .72 .63 .66 .65 .62
LogTr .67 .75 .74 .75 .63 .68 .67 .67
TrQDF .73 .82 .85 .76 .69 .73 .77 .68
µ24 LDF .70 .71 .71 .72 .64 .66 .66 .65
QDF .68 .63 .71 .72 .64 .64 .65 .63
LogTr .68 .63 .71 .71 .66 .66 .66 .67
TrQDF .78 .82 .74 .73 .72 .74 .67 .68
µ25 LDF .92 .93 .81 .91 .83 .81 .69 .80
QDF .88 .91 .91 .90 .86 .85 .83 .78
LogTr .91 .92 .93 .93 .85 .86 .85 .86
TrQDF .99 .94 .94 .93 .94 .85 .85 .86
3
µ21 LDF .59 .55 .60 .61 .61 .58 .62 .63
QDF .69 .73 .73 .74 .62 .62 .63 .61
LogTr .76 .73 .74 .74 .64 .65 .65 .65
TrQDF .91 .93 .86 .80 .85 .87 .69 .73
µ22 LDF .45 .63 .67 .67 .53 .63 .66 .65
QDF .59 .73 .77 .77 .61 .66 .67 .65
LogTr .63 .73 .76 .77 .61 .67 .68 .68
TrQDF .89 .93 .88 .81 .82 .87 .71 .74
µ23 LDF .68 .72 .71 .74 .66 .67 .67 .68
QDF .68 .78 .79 .80 .66 .69 .69 .69
LogTr .74 .79 .80 .81 .69 .71 .71 .71
TrQDF .89 .92 .86 .84 .82 .87 .74 .76
µ24 LDF .77 .76 .77 .77 .74 .71 .71 .69
QDF .73 .80 .81 .81 .71 .73 .72 .69
LogTr .79 .81 .81 .81 .74 .74 .74 .74
TrQDF .79 .92 .86 .83 .72 .86 .74 .76
µ25 LDF .76 .85 .90 .87 .76 .69 .79 .70
QDF .84 .90 .91 .91 .83 .83 .83 .78
LogTr .85 .91 .92 .92 .84 .85 .85 .85
TrQDF .90 .94 .93 .92 .82 .88 .84 .85
8
µ21 LDF .65 .65 .65 .65 .65 .65 .66 .65
QDF .74 .73 .75 .76 .65 .67 .67 .76
LogTr .73 .74 .76 .76 .65 .69 .68 .76
TrQDF .90 .93 .78 .81 .83 .88 .72 .81
µ22 LDF .64 .64 .68 .64 .62 .64 .65 .63
QDF .72 .73 .75 .76 .62 .66 .66 .66
LogTr .69 .74 .75 .76 .63 .67 .68 .68
TrQDF .90 .91 .77 .78 .81 .85 .71 .72
µ23 LDF .67 .70 .72 .73 .67 .66 .68 .68
QDF .74 .76 .77 .78 .67 .70 .68 .67
LogTr .73 .76 .77 .78 .68 .71 .71 .70
TrQDF .90 .91 .79 .80 .81 .84 .72 .74
µ24 LDF .47 .74 .72 .73 .58 .70 .68 .68
QDF .68 .78 .79 .80 .67 .73 .71 .69
LogTr .73 .78 .79 .79 .67 .73 .72 .72
TrQDF .89 .92 .79 .81 .81 .86 .73 .75
µ25 LDF .78 .84 .88 .83 .74 .71 .74 .70
QDF .86 .90 .90 .90 .83 .83 .83 .78
LogTr .88 .90 .91 .91 .84 .85 .85 .84
TrQDF .91 .95 .91 .92 .87 .87 .83 .85
Table 4.6: Area under ROC curve and Gwet’s AC1 statistic values of LDF, QDF,
LogTr and 3LogTr classifiers for simulated positively skewed data
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µ σ2 D.F.
AUC AC1 statistic
Sample Size
25 50 100 1000 25 50 100 1000
1.5
µ21 LDF .52 .53 .54 .54 .52 .53 .54 .55
QDF .57 .57 .58 .60 .55 .57 .55 .54
TrQDF .68 .67 .56 .61 .61 .61 .54 .59
µ22 LDF .51 .45 .61 .62 .53 .51 .59 .61
QDF .58 .53 .59 .64 .53 .54 .57 .57
TrQDF .70 .64 .62 .66 .64 .60 .60 .62
µ23 LDF .65 .75 .76 .75 .62 .66 .68 .66
QDF .60 .73 .72 .72 .63 .66 .65 .62
TrQDF .71 .75 .74 .76 .64 .65 .67 .68
µ24 LDF .70 .71 .71 .72 .64 .66 .66 .65
QDF .68 .63 .71 .71 .66 .64 .65 .63
TrQDF .68 .74 .74 .73 .63 .66 .67 .68
µ25 LDF .92 .93 .81 .91 .83 .81 .69 .80
QDF .88 .91 .91 .90 .86 .85 .83 .78
TrQDF .99 .94 .93 .93 .93 .86 .85 .86
3
µ21 LDF .59 .55 .60 .61 .61 .58 .62 .63
QDF .69 .73 .73 .74 .62 .62 .63 .61
TrQDF .80 .83 .76 .80 .73 .75 .69 .73
µ22 LDF .45 .63 .67 .67 .53 .63 .66 .65
QDF .59 .73 .77 .77 .61 .66 .67 .65
TrQDF .77 .83 .78 .81 .71 .76 .71 .74
µ23 LDF .67 .72 .71 .74 .66 .67 .67 .68
QDF .68 .78 .79 .80 .66 .69 .69 .69
TrQDF .79 .84 .82 .84 .72 .76 .74 .76
µ24 LDF .77 .76 .77 .77 .74 .71 .71 .69
QDF .73 .80 .81 .81 .71 .73 .72 .69
TrQDF .76 .86 .82 .83 .70 .78 .75 .76
µ25 LDF .76 .85 .90 .87 .76 .69 .79 .70
QDF .84 .90 .91 .91 .83 .83 .83 .78
TrQDF .86 .92 .93 .93 .77 .83 .84 .85
8
µ21 LDF .65 .65 .65 .65 .65 .65 .66 .65
QDF .74 .73 .75 .76 .65 .67 .67 .64
TrQDF .78 .82 .78 .81 .72 .76 .73 .75
µ22 LDF .64 .64 .68 .64 .62 .64 .65 .63
QDF .72 .73 .75 .76 .62 .66 .66 .66
TrQDF .77 .81 .75 .78 .70 .75 .71 .72
µ23 LDF .67 .70 .72 .73 .67 .66 .68 .68
QDF .74 .76 .77 .78 .67 .70 .68 .67
TrQDF .78 .82 .78 .80 .71 .76 .72 .74
µ24 LDF .47 .74 .72 .73 .58 .70 .68 .68
QDF .68 .78 .79 .80 .67 .73 .71 .69
TrQDF .80 .81 .79 .82 .72 .74 .74 .75
µ25 LDF .78 .84 .88 .83 .74 .71 .74 .70
QDF .86 .90 .90 .90 .83 .83 .83 .78
TrQDF .88 .92 .91 .91 .84 .84 .83 .85
Table 4.7: Area under ROC curve and Gwet’s AC1 statistic values of LDF, QDF,
LogTr and 3LogTr classifiers for simulated negatively skewed data.
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